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The Short -Wave Specialists-where you get the gear that gives the results
CERAMIC ROTARY SWITCHES for OWN CONSTRUCTION
A long -felt want is met by the WEARITE
ceramic rotary switches, supplied in individual
wafers and components. You assemble any
desired combination of contacts to make the
finest low -loss switch yet devised. Ideal for
the super -efficient receiver and high-grade

TEST INSTRUMENTS
In some directions these instruments are be-
coming a trifle easier in supply. Enquiries
invited for such instruments as the AvoMeter
Model 7 at £19 10s. Od., AvoMeter Model 40
at £17 10s. Od., and the new Pullin "Series
100" Multi Range Meter, 10,000 ohms per
volt, price £8 10s. Od.

RADIO FEEDERS (illustrated below)
Webb's 600 ohms Feeder, something new.
Ready built in lengths of 50 and 35 feet.
Spacing 31 in. with 18 -gauge wire. Polythene
spreaders securely moulded into wire every
20 ins., light and rigid construction. Supplied
on drums ready for winding off, and immediate
use.

Per 50 ft. drum .. £1 17s. 6d.
Per 35 ft. drum .. £1 6s. 3d.

(Packing and despatch 2/6 extra)
Co -axial Cable, impedance 80 ohms, out-
side diameter is in. Any length supplied
Polythene internal insulation, weather-
proof rubber outer covering.

Per yard .. ls. 6d.

Special.-Ten-yard lengths of lc in. 80 ohms
co -axial as above, fitted both ends with co-
axial plugs and sockets. (Supplied only in
10 -yard lengths).
Per length with plugs and sockets, 15s. Od.

WEBB'S RADIO, 14 SOHO ST., OXFORD ST.,
LONDON, W.I. Telephone : GERRARD 2089

instrument work. Ceramic switch wafers
available in three standard contact arrange-
ments :-

1 -pole 12 -way (use index type 12A)
2 -pole 6 -way (use index type 6A)
4 -pole 3 -way (use index type 3A)

Ceramic wafer .. 7s. Od.
6 in. spindle with Index 4s. Od.
Side Rod, 2} in. long 3d.
Side Rod, 31, in. long 4d.
Side Rod, 6 in. long .. 6d.
Spacers, ks in. long .. 11d.
Spacers, I in. long .. 11d.
Spacers, 2 in. long .. 4d.
Moulded Straps .. 8d.
Nuts .. per dozen 3d.
One moulded strap is required
for each wafer used. The 6 in.
spindle supplied with the three
types of Index can be readily cut
down to required length.

EXAMPLE OF COSTING
Complete ceramic 2 -wafer
switch, each wafer 1 -pole 12 -
way .. £1 is. 10d.

SCREENING CABINETS
Webb's steel cabinets substantially built and
well finished in black crackle, smooth black
inside. In three sizes, each fitted with hinged
lid, internal chassis and removable front panel.
These sizes cover most requirements for the
construction of receivers, amplifiers, wave -
meters and instruments in general.
No. 1033. 84 in. wide, 9,1 in. deep, 9'k in.

high .. £2 2s. 6d.
No. 1034. 17e in. wide, 9i in. deep, 9i in.

high .. £2 12s. 6d.
No. 1061. 61 in. wide, 6 in. deep, 7 in.

high .. .. £1 10s. Od.
Webb's 600 ohms
Feeder

MEM
Shop hours

9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Sots. 9 a.m.-I p.m.
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Testing Time
Ahead . . .

RECONSTRUCTION, as we now know too well, means some-
thing other than enjoyment of the non-existent fruits of victory.
The amenities of a world at well-earned peace are not for us
until we have replaced the ravages of war with the necessities
of life and the realities of universal peaceful intent for victors,
victims and vanquished alike.

That is speaking collectively. . . . For ourselves, we learned
much and progressed far in the six years of ceaseless toil, urged
on by dire necessity and peril. We are not resting now. We are
still pressing on, pressing into the service of those engaged in
rebuilding the body and soul of a whole world the knowledge
gained, the advancements perfected, the skill and craftsmanship

that outmatched the efforts of our enemies.

Regd. Trade Mark

Ayo " Electrical Test-
ing Instruments set a

standard by which other
instruments are judged.

THE UNIVERSAL
AVOMETER

THE " AVO "
ALL -WAVE OSCILLATOR

" AVO " VALVE TESTER

" AVO " TEST BRIDGE

UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR

THE D.C. AVOMINOR

" AVO " LIGHT METER

" AVO " EXPOSURE
METER, ETC., ETC.

Catalogues on
application.

PRECISION ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers:
The AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Co. Ltd.
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I 'Phone: VICtoria 3404-9

A
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MULTI - RANGE
TEST SET by

PULLIN
A Service Engineers' instrument, hav-
ing very low consumption, i.e., 100
Microamps full scale on all voltage
ranges A.C. and D.C. Sensitivity
10,000 Ohms per Volt.

The instrument is housed in a strong
metal case with carrying handle and is
complete with test leads and prods.

Ranges :-
Milliamps, D.C. only 2.5, 10, 25, 100 and 500.
Volts D.C. and A.G. 10,25,100, 250, 500 & 1000.
Resistance from 100 Ohms to 1 Megohm with
13,500 Ohms at mid scale. Price £8.10.0.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD.
Address all correspondence to :
Dept. T, Phoenix Works, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex.

DECEMBER 1946

Telephone: Eating 0011

ELECTRADIX OFFERS!
TELEPHONES for House and Office.
CONSTRUCTORS PARTS FOR YOUR OWN SET UP 1

WALL TELEPHONE SETS
Bracket Mike, vertical or horizontal ... I0/ -
Transformer and Condenser for same ... 5/ -
Magneto Bell fitted 5/ -
Switch hook and contacts 2/6
Walnut Cabinet r x 6" x 3" fitted terminals
and connections 5/6
Two L.R. watch pattern earphones ... 10/ -
Hand Magneto Ringer ... 10/ -

SET AS ABOVE 30/- or 50/- PER PAIR.
HEADPHONES. Single low resistance
headphones, as new, surplus G.P.O. stock
type S.G.B., light weight, bakelite case
and cap with headband and cord, 8/6.
High resistance double headphones, type
S.G.B., with headband and cord, light
weight, ex surplus, 12/6 ; new, 23/-.

CONDENSERS. Variable 3 -gang short
wave condensers, new, 12/6 ; 16 m.mfd.
Ultra S/W variable air Condensers, ball
bearings, Trolitul insulation, new, 5/- ;
-0003 or 0005 solid dielectric variable

Condensers, 3/6.

COIL ASSEMBLIES. S/W Midget with trimmer on
paxolin base, 3/6 ; with can, 4/6. Medium and long
range Midget Coil, 6/- ; matched pair, 10/-.

SWITCHES. Dewar panel key Switches, 8 -pole, C.O.
flush fitting, 5/- ; Yaxley 3 -pole, 3 -way, 3/6 ; 8 -pole
I -way, 3/6. Lucas 8 -way ex R.A.F. Switch Boxes, 3/6 ;
6 -pole, 3/-. D.P., C.O. Toggle panel type, 4/3.

BUTTON MICROPHONES
provide interesting experiments
for making outside listeners,
sound transmission, etc. These
ex-G.P.O. Voice Units are under
I" diam.,filled carbon granules
and fittd mica diaphragm, 3/6
each. Special transformer and
Condenser, 5/-. Instruction
Leaflet with each Button. G.P.O.
Mike insets, 3/6. Special armoured inset, latest pattern,
5/-, useful for making a Home Broadcaster.

INVISIBLE RAY CONTROL Ray -
craft Kit, comprising Ray cell in bakelite
container with terminal 10,000 ohm
relay, megostat, resistance, condenser,
valve holder and connection wires, with
Instruction Booklet, 42/-.
TERMINALS and Terminal Blocks.
Belling Lee heavy bakelite terminals,
I/- each, or 10/- doz. Smaller model

Belling Lee, all metal plated, 7d. each, or 5/- dozen.
R.A.F. 10 -way Terminal Blocks, bakelite case, 2/9.
MAGNETS. D.C. Electro magnets, weight 10 ozs.,
lift on 2 volts, If lbs. ; 4 volts, 3 lbs. ; 6 volts, 4 lbs.
New surplus, 7,6.
MOTORS. Small motors for Models, etc: 31 to 8
volts, 21" x I f"x 2r, weight lb., I5/-.
PARCELS. 7 lb. of useful oddments for your junk
box, all clean and dismantled from Government anti
other surplus apparatus, 7/6, post free.

When ordering, please mention the "S.W.M."

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214 QUEENSTOWN RD., LONDON, S.W.8

Telephone MACaulay 2159
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A popular item from the
Y TONE Component Catalogue

EQUIPMENT RACK
Complete assembly comprises 4 uprights, top and bottom frames,
top plate, front panels (various depths), side brackets and
requisite number of chassis. Mild steel throughout. Holes
punched in all members for easy clamping. Uprights channelled
for strength. Up to ten chassis may be fitted. Panels finished
Ripple Black, other parts Glossy Black. Sizes: Chassis 17"x 10"x 2"
deep ; panels, 19"x 31", 7", 81" or KW deep ; angle brackets,
12+" long ; uprights, 63" long.
Cat. No. 615. Pair of/ Corn- Cat. No. 636. Top Plate ... 10' -Front Vertical Channels plete Cat. No. 618. AngleCat. No. 642. Pair of Rear set Brackets ... ... pr. 10/6

Vertical Channels... ) 50- Cat. No. 622. 3/' Panel ... 7/6Cat. No. 617. Standard Cat. No. 621. 7 Panel ... 9/3
Chassis ... 11/. Cat. No. 620. or Panel ... 10/ -Cat No. 616. Frames (top Cat. No. 619. lOi" Panel ... 10/9and bottom) ... pr. 2I/- Bolts and Nuts ... doz. 3/ -

Stocks at the moment are available. Order
now through your Eddystone Dealer.

WDYST o

" Puts Perfection into Performance "
STRATTON & CO. LTD., EDDYSTONE WORKS, WEST HEATH, B'HAM 31)

SWITCHES ARE CONDEMNED
to Hard Labour for Life-
0 tok ExcLus"E

ENSURE
RELIABILITY

* Only genuine when
bearing these Patent Nos: -
478391, 478392, NSF OAK.

SWITCHES
BRITISH N.S.F. CO. LTD., Keighley, Yorkshire
London Office: 9 Stratford Place, W.I Phone: MAYfair 4234.
(Sole Licensees of OAK Manufacturing Co., Chicago)
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Radio Eqt4ment for the 4matear by Rad/coral?

We hold in
stock a range of high-class

equipment,
designed to meet the most

exacting requirements
of the Short Wave

Experimenter.
For callers

we are open

from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m.,
both on week-

days and Saturdays.
Our Mail Order

Department will
give rapid and efficient

service to postal enquiries
and orders.

Some of the Equipment now in stock-
SPECIAL ITEMS.-Moving Coil Meters. First
grade instruments, 2" diameter, by Ferranti and
Weston. 0-500 micro -amps, LI 10s. ; 0-I milli -amps,
LI 12s. 6d. ; 0-30 mill -amps, LI 10s. Thermo -
Couples, by Weston. 0-.5 amps, 11 10s. ; 0-3 amps,
fl 10s. Limited quantity and suggest early ordering.

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY TRANS-
FORMERS.-Frequency 465 kc/s, permeability
tuned iron cored type, aluminium cans. Offered at
the very reasonable price of 12s. per pair.

Oadiocraft
II CHURCH ROAD, UPPER NORWOOD
LONDON, S.E.19 'Phone; LIVingscone 4787

CHASSIS AND PANELS (STEEL).-A very nice
job. Standard finish, grey crackled enamel. These
chassis are zinc plated before enamelling, and the
inside faces are not enamelled but left with zinc
surface. 17 x 10 x 2", I Is. 6d.
Panels to order can be drilled at slight additional
charge. Template should be sent showing position
and size of holes required. We can also quote for
special chassis, panels, etc.
HEAVY DUTY RESISTORS. 75 watt rating,
with adjustable tap. 25,000 ohms, I Is. 8d., also large
range of vitreous enamelled resistors of all types, up
to 50,000 ohms.
Our complete list will shortly be available. Send
21d. stamp for a copy.

CONSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE
We have a staff of highly skilled Radio Engineers, who
specialise in the construction of equipment for
Amateurs, such as Power Packs, Converters, Audio
Amplifiers, and Transmitters. All apparatus is built
to a high standard of quality and thoroughly tested.
Send us your enquiries, and we will submit quotations.

NOTE-We have absolutely no connection
with any other firm trading under the
same or similar name as ourselves.

LABGEAR
- TAYLOR 1161

Manufacturers of

1HIGH GRADE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

TECHNICAL DETAILS OF
LABGEAR

P.A. TANK TUNING UNIT

Compact, highly efficient units
for incorporation in single -ended
or push-pull type Power Ampli-
fiers. Conservative rating is
150 watts but quite satisfactory
for many applications up to
500 watts.
Condenser is split -stator type,
max. cap. per section, 50 pf ;
min., 10 pf. With both sections
in series, max. peak working is
8,000 volts. With 100% Plate
Modulated amplifiers max. D.C.
anode volts 2,000.
Extreme flexibility of control is
afforded by providing standard

dia. spindles at both front and
rear of condenser and swinging
link coupling.

CONSTRUCTION and PRICE OF
LABGEAR

P.A. TANK TUNING UNIT

Condenser vane assemblies are
silver-plated brass, accurately
assembled with stators insulated
by high grade dielectric material.
Inductances are constructed from
heavy gauge hard drawn copper,
silver-plated to ensure low surface
resistance with spacing rigidly
maintained.
Max. dims., approx. 6' x 6" x 6".
Cat. E5009 Tank Assembly (less
coils) Price 75s. Od.
Cat. 15004A. 28 Mcs. Double
Ended and Link Coil Assembly

Price 20s. Od.
Cat. E5004B, 14 Mcs. Assembly

P.A. Tank Tuning Unit comprising Cot. Nos. Price 25s. 6d.
MN and 15004A assembled together for Cat. E5004C. 7 Mcs. Assembly

28 mcs operation. Price 30s. 6d.

WILLOW PLACE, LABG EAR CAMBRIDGE, ENG
Phone - 2494 (2 lines) Grams - Labgear, Cambridge

Write for list SWL2.

Lobgear Transmitting Components are obtainable through most leading component stockists, but if difficulty of supply

is encountered please write direct to Sales Dept., Labgear, Willow Place, Cambridge.
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A Fine Achievement !
in Radio Reception has been attained
by the latest S. G. BROWN, Type K

MOVING COIL
HEADPHONES

Where High Fidelity Reproduction is required, such as for
DX work, Monitoring and Laboratory purposes, etc., these
precision -built Moving Coil Headphones will be highly

appreciated.
Technical Details:

D.C. RESISTANCE -94 ohms per pair
IMPEDANCE -104 ohms @ 1,000 c.p.s.
SENSITIVITY-8Dbs. above 1 microwatt per bar

@ 1,000 c.p.s.

PRICE £5 . 5 . 0 PER PAIR
DESCRIPTIVE BROCHURE
" S.L.K." will be sent free on
request. For details of other S. G.
Brown Headphones (prices from 25/ -
to 60/-) ask for Brochure "S.W."

VICTORIA RD., NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3 'Phone: ACOrn 5021

AN AMERICAN PUBLICATION

THE RADIO HANDBOOK
Exclusively for the Amateur

TRANSMITTERSRECEIVERSTEST GEARVALVE TABLES, etc
The Amateur's outstanding practical handbook.
How -to -build -it descriptions of dozens of transmitters,
receivers and test equipment. Basic theory in simplest
possible language for those without mathematical or technical
training. The most complete valve tables of any book.
Radar. Large U.H.F. Section. Completely illustrated with
hundreds of diagrams and large photographs.
All copies are posted direct from America without delay
DALE ELECTRONICS LIMITED Museum

105 BOLSOVER STREET, LONDON, W.1 1023

THE
RADIO HANDBOOK

OVER. 700 PAGES

(Cloth bound)

PRICE

1216
Post Paid

To:- ORDER FORM

Dale Electronics Limited
105 Bolsover Street, London, W.I

Please arrange for the RADIO AMATEUR HAND-
BOOK to be posted direct from America to me.

I enclose remittance for 12/6

Dat-
NAME

ADDRESS

Please write in block letters
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Multicore Solder
contains 3 cores of

44 extra active non -corrosive
Ersin Flux. No extra flux is
required and joints can be
readily made on oxidised
surfaces. The three cores
of Ersin Multicore ensure

rapid melting and flux
continuity, thus speeding up

soldering operations and
eliminating waste.

'N. We invite all technicians and service engineers

X* to write for complimentary copy of " Modern
Soldering " supplement. This eight - page

ErsinMulticor
samples of Ersin Multicore Solder.
information about the use of solder, and free

3 CORE SOLDER

illustrated booklet contains much interesting

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MELLIER HOUSE, ALBEMARLE STREET, LONDON, W.I. Telephone: REGent 1411 (P.B.X. 4 lines)

UNSURPASSED
for SHORT WAVE WORK

Ericsson Supersensitive Telephones simply
annihilate distance. Perfect in tone. Really
comfortable in wear. British made. All

good dealers 25/- or direct

SUPERSENSITIVE
TELEPHONES.

56 Kingsway, London, W.C.I
HOLborn 6936

%4ce,[0(40 ratono
We offer the following components :-
WEARITE P. Coils. In stock : PHF 1, 2, 6, 7 ;

PA6 ; PO 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 ... ... each 3/ -
Other types expected shortly

EDDYSTONE, Full Vision, S.M. Dial, type

UNIVERSAL AVO-MINOR 18 10 0
AVOMETER Model 7 ... 119 10 0
STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS, 100 watt,

tapped at 115, 150, 200, 230, 250v. ... 27/6
LOW -LOSS feeder, 80 ohm. per yd. 7d.
COAXIAL feeder SCF-92, 77 ohm. per yd. 1/2

SHORT-WAVE COILS-plug-in type,
12-80 meters, per set of 3 ... 9/.

HAMRAD CRYSTAL-plug-in holders,
7 mc/s from stock, nearest to your
required frequency LI 10 0

Ditto to your exact specification ... II IS 0
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 350-0-350v.,

63v., 3A. 5v. 2A.
350-0-350v., 80 mA, 4v. 4A., 4v. ... 28/_

We are Agents for Eddystone, Raymart, Hamrad
and Labgear Components, Pullin Meters,
S.T.C. Valves, etc.

Full range of equipment described on our latest
list "S.W." sent free on request.

44 WIDMORE R? BROMLEY, KENT
Phone PAVensbourne 0/56
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Q.C.C.
TYPE PS

QUARTZ
CRYSTAL

UNIT
This unit uses the well-known Q.C.C. Power type
crystal, which is undoubtedly the most rugged and
active crystal cut available for amateur use. The crystal
is mounted in our type U dust proof holder, with
standard I in. pin spacing, as illustrated above.
The P5 unit has a temperature co -efficient of 20 cycles
per megacycle per degree Centigrade temperature
change. Used with a 6V6 or 6L6 type beam tetrode,
it will give up to 5 watts r.f. output on the fundamental
frequency, and approximately 3 watts on the second
harmonic in the Tritet circuit.
Available in the 1.8 to 2.0 Mc. band for fundamental
use, and in the 3.5 Mc. band and 7 Mc. band for
frequency multiplying to the 28 and 58 Mc. bands.
An official certificate of calibration is sent with each
P5 unit, giving the frequency under stated operating
conditions to an accuracy of 0.025%.

PRICES : Ground to your specified frequency
in the above bands ... E1.17.6

Or ground to a frequency not specified by you
but taken from our stock .. EI.12.6

Please note that all the leading dealers In amateur
equipment now carry stocks of the P5 crystal unit.
THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO., LTD. (Directors:
E. A. Dedman, G2NH., N. H. R. Munday, GSMA., W. J.
Thompson, G2MR.), 63/71 Kingston Road, NEW
MALDEN, SURREY. Telephone MALden 0334

RESULTS -
reported by Candler students who enrolled
for the Junior Morse Code Course.

Ref. No. 3048.
"I am pleased to report excellent progress and
many Hams have said with what ease they can
copy my sending."

Ref. No. 2521. (Completed first five lessons.)
"I commenced actively in January and seem to
have progressed very satisfactorily since I took
my G.P.O. Morse test on February 26th, and
know I passed well. I made no errors in receiving
at 12 words per minute, and sent at 14 words per
minute. . . I found lesson five most helpful from
the point of view of training the sub -conscious
faculty for faster receiving and ease of receiving,
too."

Ref. No. 2245. (Completed all ten lessons.)
"I am glad to announce that I recently passed
the P.M.G. Special Exam., and as you will see on
my report, my speeds are now far ahead of the
speeds needed in the examination. I therefore
walked through the telegraphy part."
NOTE : Speeds were Sending 23 w.p.m., Receiv-

ing Code 19 and Plain language 24 w.p.m.

THERE ARE CANDLER MORSE CODE
COURSES FOR BEGINNERS AND OPERATORS

Full details are given in the Candler " BOOK OF
FACTS," sent post free on request.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.(55 S.W.)
121 Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

ALL WAVE SIGNAL GENERATOR
I. Six wavebands cover 6. Up to 1 volt output of

from 100 kc/sto 46 mes. 400 c/s available for
2. Scale directly tali- Audio tests.

brated in frequency.
3. R.F. output controlled

by coarse and fine
attenuators.

4.400 c/s internal oscilla-
tor provides 30 per cent
modulation if required.

5. Unmodulated or ex- 9. Dimensions : I2/in. x
ternally modulated 80n. x 6in. deep.
R.F. output available. Weight about 101bs.

Taylor Model 65B is a reliable and accurate mains -
operated portable Signal Generator. It is designed
for all general Radio frequency and Audio frequency
tests on Radio receivers or amplifiers.

7. Main filters are fitted
reducing direct radia-
tion to a minimum.

8. Operates from 110 or
200-250 volts A.G.
mains, 40-100 cycles.

Price £15 . 10 .0

Electrical Instruments Ltd.
419-424 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Tel: Slough 21351 (41ines) Grams: 'Taylins" Slough
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ROTARY SWITCHES
FOR R.F. CIRCUITS

The Redifon heavy duty rotary switches
have been specially designed for use in
R.F. circuits. They are suitable for use
in the output stages of transmitters,
R.F. generators, and in audio and power
circuits where high insulation and current -
carrying capacity are required.

With an overall diameter of 41 inches
and varying in length from 3i to 7it inches,
depending on the number of banks
required, these switches are capable of
carrying a peak voltage of 4,000 volts
(double-spaced banks) with a maximum
R.M.S. current of 20 amperes.

Redifon rotary switches can be built to
suit individual requirements as to spindle
length and number of single or double-
spaed banks (maximum contacts per
bar4c-8; maximum number of banks -6).
The use of standard components ensures
prompt delivery.

LASKY'S RADIO
XMAS SPECIAL

LIMITED QUANTITY ONLY
Ex-A.M. H.F. PACKS. NEW. VALUE OVER
£3 10 0. Consisting of : 2 Midget Valves, IS5 and
1T4 ; 2 Button Valveholders, Ceramic; approx. 24
assorted, Midget size Condensers and Resistances ;
Midget Group Boards, Nuts, Bolts, Tags etc. ;
Double Potentiometer ; Midget 3 -way Yaxley
type switch 4 -pole; Midget Trans.; I Trimmer.
Price 25/-

I.F. UNIT. Consisting of : I Midget Valve, 1T4 ;
I Midget V/Holder, Ceramic ; I Midget I.F.

Transformer, 465 kc/s ; Resistances and Con-
densers. Price 15/ -

Valve Screening Cans, Best Quality, 2/3 each.
Midget I.F. Cans "Wearite" 465 kc/s, 10/6 each.
Picopack Midget Bias Condensers, the very latest,
10 mfd, 25 v.w.; 20 mfd. 12 v.w. (Electrolytic) 2/6
each. I mfd. 8,000 v.w. Tubular Condenser, I0/ -
each. 1 mfd, 5,000 v.w. Oil Filled Condensers
with China Stand off insulators, 10/- each.

21" Black Knobs, f" Spindle, Brass Insert, High
Grade, 1/6 each ; 15/- per doz.

Systoflex, All sizes and Colours from 1/6 per doz.
yds.

Metal Xmitter or Amplifier Cabinets, built In
chass s, hinged lid, plated handles, rubber feet,
grey crackle finish. Size-height 8", depth 10f",
length 18". Price {4 10 0.

Ex R.A.F. Resistance and Cond Panels.
No. I. 4}" x 3". Three I mfd, 500 v w.; Two
5,6000 5 watt Resistances; Four 4- watt Resistances;
wired up with brackets. Value over 7/6.
No. 2. 8" x 3". Two 3 watt Resistances; Four
I watt resistances; Three watt Resistances ;
One 005 mfd. 1,000 v.w. Condenser ; One
Diode holder. Price :-No. I, 2/6 ; No. 2, 2/6

Limited Quantity Only.

MIDGET VOLUME CONTROLS. 5500,
f meg, and I meg less switch 2/11 each.

lust Arrived
4 mfd. Oil Filled Condensers, 800 v.w. With
fixing feet. Price 5/9 each. 600 v.w. 4/9 each.
Full range of Avb Test gear.

We carry Large Stocks of all Radio Com-
ponents. High Voltage Condensers, Radio
Valves, Mains Transformers, Coils, Chokes,
Output Transformers, Speakers, Tubular
Condensers of all types, Resistances, Etc., Etc.
Our Unconditional Guarantee covers all
goods. Satisfaction or money refunded. Send
Id. for our Current List and Bulletin.
Terms : Cash with Order, pro forma. or C.O.D.
No C.O.D. under El.

LASKY'S RADIO
370 Harrow Road, Paddington, W.9
(Opposite Paddington Hospital).

Telephone: Cunningham 1979

REDIFFUSION Ltd.
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio Communication

and Industrial Electronic Equipment
COMMUNICATION SALES DIVISION

Broomhill Rd.,London,8.W.18

STEEL CABINETS
We are now supplying again immediately
from stock our black crackle finished
Steel Cabinets, with louvred back and
sides, and hinged lid. Complete with
19" by 101" black crackle Aluminium
front panel, to take chassis 10" deep.
Packed flat for safe transit, can be

assembled in a few minutes. Price 60/-,
plus 2/6 packing and postage. Aluminium
Chassis, 17' by 10' by 2', in I8 -gauge 6/-,
in I6 -gauge 8/-, plus 1/- packing and
postage. Aluminium panel brackets,
7" by 7', per pair 1/-, plus 9d. packing
and postage. Please remit by P.O. or
M.O. for despatch same day, and print
name and address clearly in block letters.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED
264-266 Old Christchurch Road,

Bournemouth, Hants
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A NEW ADVENTURE FOR

NOW AVAILABLE FROM
Premier Radio
Webb's Radio
Brighton Trades Services
Amateur Radio
Clydesdale Supply Company
F. J. Anse11
Jack Bryant
Southern Radio

LONDON
LONDON

BRIGHTON
BURNLEY

GLASGOW
IPSWICH

NORFOLK
SALISBURY

YOU CAN NOW GET CERAMIC
SWITCHES IN A NUMBER OF
USEFUL COMBINATIONS FROM

YOUR DEALER
Wearite Ceramic Switches, hitherto restricted to
Government and other priority uses, are now released.
See your dealer and have your Ceramic Switches
built to your specification from his kit of Wearite
Switch Components. The finished job will be robust,
trouble -free, and backed by the famous Wright &
Weaire reputation. If any difficulty is encountered,
please contact us.

WEARITE
WIIINT7W111111

CERAMIC SWITCHES

ceer074440
WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD. HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N.I7.
Tel : TOTTENHAM 3847/9. and SIMONSIDE WORKS, SOUTH SHIELDS, CO. DURHAM.

3o COIL PACK SERIES
8 MODELS FOR ALL CIRCUITS

5 VALVE AC/DC ALL -WAVE

SUPERMEN KIT Everything for construction
including 3o Coil Pack covering 26-47, zoo -33o and
800-z,000 metres, calibrated and ready for one bole fixiti g:
gauged condensers, I.F. Transformers, Valves, resistors,

nuts, bolts, wire, blue prints, loudspeaker, etc.
Equal to fastoryperformarce. Price inthidingP.T. £12-1-11

feud itanift ii-tr Afro' AO A13
ALIGNED INSTRUMENTS SERVICES, 1, COLWORTH RD., LEYTONSIONE, E.11
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cE[EST
P.M. LOUDSPEAKERS

ON

Chassis
Diameter MODEL

Speech Coil
Impedance

Ohms

Pole Flux
Diameter Density

Gauss

Total
Flux

Power
Handling
Capacity

21' P2V 3.0 la" 8,500 8,000 .25 W

no P3C 3.0 I" 7,700 24,000 I W

5' P5Q 3.0 r 8.500 26,000 3 W
5' PST 3.0 3.0

a 10,500 32,000 3 W

6"f" P6 3.0 r. 8,500 26,00 4 W
6f P6TQ 3.0 A

a 10,500 32,0000 4 W

8" P8D 2.3 I" 6,200 24,000 5 W
8' P8M 2.3 I' 8,000 31,000 5 W
8" P8G 2.3 1" 10,000 39,000 6 W

10" PIOM 2.3 I' 8,000 31,000 6 W
10' PIOG 2.3 I' 10,000 39,000 8 W

12" P64 12.0 11-- 12,500 140,000 15 W

18" P84 10.0 21" 13,500 350,000 40 W

Energised Speakers will be available as soon as restrictions on
supplies of wire are removed.
Output Transformers for Celestion Loudspeakers can be
wound to meet customers' requirements.

PLEASE PURCHASE THROUGH YOUR LOCAL DEALER.

LTD.,

KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES, SURREY
Telephone: KINgston 5656-7-8
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These

days-

when the best replacements are still

difficult to obtain, it is doubly

important when buying Radio Valves to

try to get MARCONI the real thing
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EDITORIAL

Goodwill
This is the season for it, and this is the space in which
to take the opportunity of reminding those who may
read these lines that much of what is best in Amateur
Radio depends upon it.

As those of us who have had some years of experience
know, the spirit of Amateur Radio is built upon the
central theme of mutual co-operation. This in turn
covers a very wide range of detail do's and don't's,
from consideration for the other fellow to a sense of
responsibility in one's behaviour both off and on the
air.

**********************
TO ALL OUR READERS, at home and
abroad, the Editor, Management and Staff
of The Short Wave Magazine send their
good wishes for a Happy Christmas and a

* Prosperous New Year.

*it** it, X4 It-**************
The spirit of Amateur Radio, like the spirit of
Christmas, is a happy one. There is no need to be
solemn, pedantic or priggish. But it is a good thing
to regard the . possession of a transmitting licence,
with all the opportunities that it confers, as a privilege
not to be abused. We pay for our licences, but the
cost is as nothing compared with the huge enjoyment
and satisfaction to be derived from Amateur Radio.

The point is that these benefits depend very largely
upon someone else's goodwill, and therefore cannot
be bought.
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Five Metres
Contest Note-G/GM QSO-G5BYIG6LK
Record 100 Contacts over 156 Miles-

Activity Well Maintained

By A. J. DEVON

WE go to press with this just
as the Contest opens. All the
signs point to a useful and

interesting event, with plenty of activity,
so we are greatly looking forward to
seeing the results.

Please do not fail to meet the final
date for sending them in-December
17. This is important because we want
to be able to print a preliminary survey
of the Contest in the January issue.
If you look at dates, you will see that
there is little enough time for even a
short comment to be prepared on the
results. The full story will appear in
February "Five Metres."

The other point to which to draw
attention now is Rule (8)-the manner
in which results should be set out. If
in all cases this is done in the form as
laid down, it will help us greatly in
making that first quick appreciation.
And if you have any good photographs
of the gear, please include them with
your story. And please send in your
log even if your scoring is low. All
entries will be credited in the analysis
tables.

Listeners are invited to enter their
results, using Rule (6) as the basis for
scoring, but claiming half -points if
only a CQ call or one side of a contact
is heard.

G/GM Working
In this column last month, we

mentioned that G3BW (Whitehaven,
Cumberland) had been heard by
GM3OL (Dumfries). When GM3OL
saw the article "First Steps on Five"
in the November issue, he knocked up
that RK34 push -push doubler just as
described by G5UM and at the first
time of trying, at 1900 on November 18,

he and G3BW had a solid QSO lasting
1 hours. It shows what can be done
with a little perseverance and we hope
that this unadorned statement of the
facts will inspire others. Though the
distance Whitehaven-Dumfries is only
36 miles, the ice is broken and we now
have a centre of activity in a new DX
direction for the majority of the
regular operators.

Anyway, well done both, and con-
gratulations from the 58 me fraternity
on making what is according to our
records the first G/GM QSO on the
5 -metre band. It is certainly the first
post-war contact, but before entering
it as the first ever made, we had better
ask for pre-war claims.

G3BW is on 58872 kc, with 25 watts
to a CO -FD -FD -FD, and was Q5S7
on CW and 'phone at GM3OL, using
a long-wire aerial ; he planned to have
a 3 -element rotary up in time for the
Contest, and may well have worked
South ere you read this. Receiver is a
National 1-10. He is there every
evening except Tuesdays and Saturdays,
and would welcome schedules with
southerly stations.

GM3OL is on 59200 kc and uses
an RME DM36 with an Eddystone
504 ; he was RST559 at G3BW when
they made their first contact.

Five -Metre Firsts
While on the subject of first contacts,

we now have the corroborating evidence
from G2IC that the first G/F QSO was
between G2FA and F8NW at 1150 on
March 29, 1936. So it is duly entered
in the panel which appears with this
article, recording the dates on which
these important events occurred.

It might just interest readers to know
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that Amateur Radio publications all
over the world now quote freely from
this column, and we have seen our
news items (and the "Five -Metre
Firsts") repeated back to us in English,
French, Dutch and German ! Some-
times acknowledgment is made, but
more often it is not-though in accord-
ance with the usual decencies in these
matters, we ourselves make a particular
point of acknowledging the source
when quoting from other publications.
In this respect, a special word of
thanks to W1HDQ, VHF Editor of
QST.

Conditions-October/November
The best periods since the last

report are generally quoted as October
22-23, October 29-30, November 4-8,
November 10 and November 16.
G2XC finds that none of these periods
have come up to the exceptionally
good spell in early October. The best
of them was probably November 4-8,
when G5BY and G8UZ had 100 per
cent. contacts again on the 5th and
6th, and G5BD/G5LL (Mablethorpe)
worked the Birmingham stations
G2AK, G5JU and G5LJ for the first
time. Also on the 4th and 5th, some
of the South London stations were
getting into Mablethorpe.

G3IS (Rugby) found conditions
fairly satisfactory for inter -G working,
and between October 10 and Novem-
ber 12 made 59 contacts with 15 new
stations, in all directions, and all in the
GDX category. This is very good
going and there is no doubt that G3IS
has now established himself as one of
the "dependables" in the Midlands.

G8GX (Pinner, Middx.) found
November 10-11 the best period in a
rather poor month, and is still having
difficulty in getting out to the North.
In following the G5MA/G6YU
schedule-now an established feature
of 58 mc activity in the South-G8GX
finds inexplicable variations in G6YU's
signals when G5MA is giving Coventry
S7. On November 10, G8GX worked
G2AK (Birmingham) for an S7 'phone
QSO, and has also brought G5BY into
the log, so in spite of conditions he can
feel well pleased with his indoor three-

FLASH-W HEARD ON 6 METRES!
Between 1617 and 1720 on Sunday,

November 24, G5BY and G6DH were
receiving Trans -Atlantic signals from
W1HDQ, West Hartford, Conn., on
50.003 mc. Cross -band QSO's were
effected, with the two G's on 28 mc.
W1HDQ made check transmissions for
identification, correctly recorded by
both G5BY and G6DH. He faded out
at G6DH by 1700 but was still audible
at G5BY at 1721. Peak strengths were
S9 plus at G5BY and S8 at G6DH.
'Phone and CW reception were obtained.
The MUF was high during the afternoon
of November 24, and had been watched
by G6DH for several hours. G5BY
used a 4 -element 51 mc beam for
reception and G6DH a long-wire aerial.

Congratulations from us all to
W1HDQ, G5BY and G6DH on this
historic achievement.

element beam ; an outdoor job, fed
with 400 -ohm line, is in hand. G8GX
now has 61 stations worked.

G8LY (Nr. Basingstoke) has become
a regular performer and is putting
round a very good signal with simple
gear, in spite of serious power supply
difficulties-see note in Calls Heard
this month. After frantically calling
G5BY, she discovered from G2BMZ
that with him her frequency is under a
BBC harmonic ! G8LY is another
with an outside beam in prospect,
rotatable from the operating position.
At the moment, she has to run up two
flights of stairs and climb out on to the
roof when a rotation is required !
Never mind, Constance, it's nice to hear
you on the band.

G6YU (Coventry) found conditions
generally good, especially on Novem-
ber 4, when nine contacts were made,
including four new ones. The schedule
with G5BD, each Saturday and Sunday
at 2230, has so far failed to produce
a QSO, though G5BD has been heard
once under a BBC harmonic. They
seem to get everywhere, these har-
monics ! G6YU's schedules with
G2XC (0700) and G5MA (2215) are
giving consistent results, over 122 and
93 miles respectively. During the
period October 15 -November 14,
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Close-up of VK2EM's 50-54 mc pitchfork, before
hoisting.

G6YU made 110 QSO's with 23
stations, eight of them being new
contacts ; his total of stations worked
is now 44.

For G5BY (Thurlestone, S. Devon)
it has been a very good month. Hilton
remarks that on November 8 he and
G6LK made their 100th contact-no
mean achievement when it is remem-
bered that the distance is 156 miles ;
by November 12, G5BY/G6LK had
worked one another on 100 different
days since April 20. By November 19,
G5BY had logged no less than 212
inter -G contacts at distances greater
than 150 miles ! As W1HDQ remarked
when comparing 6 -metre (50 mc) re-
sults in the States with what is being
done over here, the G5BY/G6LK link
is better for consistency than anything
they have yet been able to achieve in
America. Greater distances have cer-
tainly been obtained, but W1HDQ's
own best schedule is about 125 miles.

The evening of November 5 was
outstanding at G5BY-his best night
since July 23-and six 150 -mile plus
QSO's were obtained. When he worked
G8UZ, neither of them could hear any
other signals on the band ! The peak
time for conditions down there seems
to be 1800-1930, and G5BY laments

the lack of activity during this period.
As he says, if people would only come
on earlier, it would help a lot in
encouraging activity.

G5BY rightly contends that there is
much yet to be learnt about the
mechanics of 58 mc propagation.
Night after night, irrespective of
weather or other conditions, G6LK
pounds in like a local, and GSMA and
G6VX can be heard any time they
shoot their beams his way. The
puzzling thing is that while these
stations are being so well received,
others from the same localities are
hardly if ever heard at the same time,
unless conditions are exceptionally
good.

As a matter of interest, we might
remark at this point that the Short
Wave Magazine will shortly be publish-
ing a paper which makes an entirely
new approach to the whole question of
the propagation of waves at these
frequencies.

Finally, a letter from G4DN
(Battersea, London) who draws atten-
tion to the effect of noise generally and
cosmic noise (from outer space) in
particular on the performance of wide -
band receiver and aerial systems ; this
applies especially to RF stages that
have a wide acceptance-like a
grounded -grid amplifier with untuned
input circuit-and to the simpler types
of receiving aerial, such as the open -
wire or two -element beam. He
suggests that due to variations in
manufacture and this factor of noise,
the actual sensitivity gain of a receiver
using a grounded -grid RF stage may
not be as high as expected.

In regard to cosmic noise, G4DN
states that observations show this to
be greatest when the constellation of
Sagittarius, in the Milky Way, is in
the ascendant. G4DN makes a special
study of these cosmic phenomena as
affecting the 30-60 mc range of fre-
quencies.

Though he is relatively a newcomer
to 58 mc operation, we are glad to re-
cord that G4DN makes a point that we
have often hoped one of our correspon-
dents would mention-that on five
metres one can recapture the old spirit
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of Amateur Radio, with everyone
anxious to be friendly and out to help.
If a bit of luck comes one's way in the
shape of some unusual DX, metaphori-
cally speaking everyone crowds round
to offer their congratulations ; if some-
one wants a new contact in a particular
direction, a station will always be
found ready to go to endless pains in
assisting the QSO. Newcomers are
welcomed with open arms, and even
in the relatively crowded centres of
activity, the regulars will line up to
work a new call. We spend many
hours listening on five, and are glad
that G4DN triggered us off on this.
Shorts

From November QST, we see that
WILLL is the first W1 to work all
American call areas, a remarkable
achievement on 50 mc by an East
Coaster. . . . They have had very
similar conditions in the States in
respect of sporadic -E and temperature
inversions, steady for long periods, as
we have had over here. . . . The OK's
still keep at it, but have heard no G's
since our last report in October. . . .

G3APY (Sutton-in-Ashfield), like
G8TV (Romford) is "five metres only."

Reports January
Closing date for the January issue is

December 14 ; please write or wire
A. J. Devon, c/o The Short Wave
Magazine, 49 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1. (ABBey 2384).

May I end on a brief personal note-
a very happy Christmas to the readers
of "Five Metres" and my grateful

FIVE -METRE FIRSTS
France : G2FA/F8NW,

March 29, 1936.
Italy : G5MQ/11IRA,

July 2, 1938.
Holland : G2A0iPAWN,

August 17, 1939.
North Africa : G5BY/FA8B,

June 24. 1946.
Switzerland : G5BY/HB9CD,

August 22, 1946.

VK2EM's pitchfork aerial in position. The
Australian band is 50-54 mc.

thanks for your consistent support and
the kind remarks you so often make
about this column. May we all look
forward to a successful 1947.

W1AW-AUTOMATIC ON 50 mc
Consequent upon the reception of

W1HDQ's 6 -metre signals in this
country, WIAW will transmit auto-
matic CW on 50 mc, coded for identifi-
cation, daily from 1300 GMT. Listen
for him when the American 40 mc FM
stations are audible, and report recep-
tion to The Short Wave Magazine.

R.C.M.F. TECHNICAL BULLETIN
A useful and informative publication, to

appear quarterly, is now being issued by
the Radio Component Manufacturers'
Federation. The aim of the Bulletin is to
make known to all interested in or con-
cerned with the radio industry the decisions
on standardisation and similar technical
matters reached by the various Technical
Panels and Executive Committees dealing
with such subjects for the industry as a
whole. At the moment, the R.C.M.F. has
no less than sixteen panels considering
various radio design and standardisation
problems. The work is correlated with
the B.S.I. and other bodies connected with
the radio and electrical industries.
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150 Watts Push -Pull
Using PT15's in a 14128 me PA

By L. H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6QB), Assistant Editor

THERE are two ways of looking
at a final PA. Some amateurs
build a semi -permanent exciter

unit and spend a lot of time playing
with different PA arrangements, while
others hold that a PA is a PA anyway,
and so long as its efficiency is reason-
able and the input is right, there is not
much more to be done about it. The
writer belongs to the latter school, and
feels that when one has a stable RF
amplifier which covers one's working
frequencies, takes 150 watts input, and
gives a reasonable output in exchange,
there is not very much point in playing
with it. So most of the experimental
work is carried out with exciter units,
modulators, aerials and control systems.

The PA described herewith is
intended to be one of these reliable
pieces of apparatus that can be in-

stalled on the bench, with its power
supply, and practically forgotten there-
after. There is nothing "clever" about
its design or construction ; its circuit is
straight and simple ; but it is claimed
that it is efficient and thoroughly
trouble -free and, most important
of all, that it does actually perform
well.

Choice of Valves
Tetrodes and pentodes have become

very attractive propositions since the
war, on account of their availability,
low price, and small requirements in
the way of drive. They have their dis-
advantages in the matter of "touchi-
ness," but that is usually traceable to
layout and general handling ; once
they have been put together in a stable
piece of equipment they can usually be
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left alone without further trouble.
For this PA the PT15 pentode was

chosen ; first, because a pair of them
with 1,000 volts HT will just run to
150 watts nicely, and secondly because
quite a lot of amateurs who would
cheerfully run 150 watts of CW look
rather askance at the modulation equip-
ment necessary for 150 watts of tele-
phony. With the two PT15's in
push-pull one can use 150 watts of
telephony (with anode -and -screen
modulation) or one can use suppressor -
grid modulation at lower powers with
practically no audio equipment at all.

Construction
When the PA was first on the stocks

some experimental layouts were tried
to see how much screening would be
necessary, taking 28 mc as the highest
frequency that would be used. PT15's
rather ask for a horizontal layout with
a vertical screen, but this makes the
chassis a rather long affair and wastes
a lot of space underneath the valves
themselves. The vertical layout was
therefore tried, with and without
screening, and was found to work just
as well either way. Provided that the
grid and anode circuits are kept as far
apart as they are in this layout, there
is no interaction, and there is a certain
advantage over the horizontal layout,
in that the grid and anode circuits do
at any rate start on opposite sides of
the chassis.

So the pentodes were mounted
vertically, and the anode coil and
tuning condenser were lifted somewhat,
to meet the anodes. The grid circuit
components were kept down on the
chassis, the grid coil being right out at
one end with the anode coil at the
opposite end.

This arrangement does give perfect
stability and no screening whatever
appears to be necessary.

It is also rather a nice layout on the
grounds of accessibility, as the only
components underneath the chassis
are the two RF chokes (one at each
end), the screen by-pass condenser C3,
and the screen resistors RI and R2.
The meters (grid and HT) have also
been mounted at the ends of the

GB- SUP GB+
HT-

HT}
1000 V

Fig. 1. Circuit of thelamplifierAwhich uses alpair
of PT15's.4 About 10-12 mA grid drive will produce
100 watts RF output (at 1,000 volts on the plates) on
14 and 28 mc. An amplifier of this type should never
be run unloaded at full drive and plate voltage.

Table of Values
150 -Watt Push -Pull Amplifier

L1 28 mc : 4 turns No. 16
SWG, spaced one dia-
meter, 11 -in. former.

14 mc : 8 turns, No. 16
SWG, spaced one dia-
meter. I f -in. former.

L2 28 mc : 4 turns f -in.
copper, 2f -in. diameter,
total length 2f -in.

14 mc. : 6 turns f -in.
copper, 3f -in. diameter,
total length 4 -in.

Aerial coup- 28 mc. : 5 turns No. 14
ling : SWG, 1 -in, diameter.

(for Windom) 14 mc : 5 turns No. 14
SWG, 1} -in. diameter.

Cl 50µ.µ,F, split stator.
C2 100 µµ,F, split stator.
C3 .01 ILF, mica, 1,000 volt

DC working.
RI 50,000 ohms, 10 -watt.
R2 50,000 ohms, 10 -watt, in

parallel with 25,000
ohms, 20 -watt.

RFC1, RFC2 RF chokes of reputable
make, preferably dis-
similar, but not critical.

Meters 0-30 mA, 0-250 mA.
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chassis-not just to look pretty, but
because those are the positions giving
the shortest wiring. The former is in
the lead from the centre -tap of the grid
coil, and the latter in that from the
centre -tap of the anode coil. Thus we
have the two coils, the two RF chokes
and the two meters symmetrically
placed at the ends of the chassis, with
the valves in the centre and the two
tuning condensers between them and
the associated coils.
Standard Circuit

So much for the layout. About the
actual circuit there is very little to say.
It is a perfectly straight push-pull
arrangement using split -stator con-
densers for both circuits ; the screens
are in parallel, fed through a dropping
resistor R2. The suppressor grids
are also paralleled and brought out to
a terminal so that suppressor -grid
modulation may be used if desired.

The only constructional points
needing comment are that the tank
condenser is mounted two inches off
the chassis and that the tank coil is
similarly raised up on stand-off insu-
lators. As the spacers for the con-
denser happen to be of insulating
material, it has been earthed to the
chassis by a wire at each end. Battery
bias is used, so that grid -block keying
of the crystal oscillator may be
employed. The HT thus being left on
the PA under "key -up" conditions, it
is not feasible to use automatic bias.
Operating Data

For Class -C operation, the PT15's
are run under the following conditions :
Anode voltage, 1000 ; anode current
(pair), 150 mA ; grid voltage, -90 ;
grid current 10-12mA; suppressor grid
voltage, +40. The screen voltage has
to be 300, and as the total screen
current is nearly 50 mA, the screen
dropping resistor R2 must have a value
of about 15,000 ohms, and a rating of
roughly 30 watts. Actually, two re-
sistors were used in parallel-a 50,000
ohm, 10 -watt, and a 25,000 ohm,
20 -watt. These stand continuous work-
ing without any sign of overheating
and give exactly the right screen voltage
under operating conditions.
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SUPGB+ SUP

Audio
GB - HT-30 V

GB -
90 V

GB --120 V GB

30 V HT-

GB-120 V

CW Operation
2 (A)

Suppressor Modulation
2 (B)

Fig. 2. Showing the bias connections for CW
operation, 2(A), and suppressor -grid modulation,
2(B). In the latter condition, the carrier input

would be about 70 watts.

The reason for R1 should now be
made clear. It is not part of a potential
divider, although the circuit diagram
might make it appear so. It is simply
put in to prevent the screen volts from
shooting right up to the full 1000 under
"key -up" conditions. The PA is biased
beyond cut-off, so that when grid -block
keying of the CO is used, with the key
up there is no anode current and no
drive, and the screen voltage soars.
But a 50,000 ohm resistor of 10 -watt
rating (RI) holds it down to a safe
figure.

The necessary drive (giving a grid
current of 10-12 mA) is easily derived
from a 6L6 or 807 frequency -doubler
preceding the PA ; no buffer stage is
used. Link coupling is employed, of
course, with a single turn round the
centre of the grid coil and a single turn
at the other end, coupling to the tank
coil of the doubler.

The grid coil, incidentally, is wound
on a standard four -pin former. The
ends are taken to the "filament" pins
and the centre -tap to the "anode" pin.
The anode coil is of 1 -in. copper tube and
is mounted on a base which accommo-
dates not only the two ends and the
centre -tap, but also the ends of an
aerial coil mounted inside it.

Aerial Coupling
In the writer's own case it was

desired to use a Windom type of aerial.
One of the disadvantages of this is that
it is never easy to couple it efficiently
to a push-pull PA ; obviously the
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Vertical view of the chassis layout. Note the symmetrical arrangement of the parts.

feeder cannot be tapped on the tank
coil, as it would unbalance the output
circuit. Previous experiments with
smaller transmitters, and particularly
with a pair of 807's in push-pull, had
shown, however, that a Windom could
be fed very simply and efficiently by a
small untuned coupling coil of the
right size. Admittedly perfect
symmetry cannot be obtained, since
one end of the coupling coil will be at
earth potential and the other will go
to the feeder. By making the coil
small physically, however, very effec-
tive coupling is obtained., and the PA
does not appear to be pulled off-centre
at all.

Many experiments in different coil
sizes were made before the scheme
worked perfectly, but eventually the
values shown in the table were arrived
at. It should be stressed that these are
only suitable for a Windom arrange-
ment, and that for feeding a dipole or
other current -fed system the aerial
coupling coils will have to be much
smaller.

With regard to the Windom feed

used, it is obviously working as it
should, because there is no "pull" of
tank -circuit tuning when the aerial is
connected. If the tank circuit is tuned
to minimum "dip" with the aerial
radiating, the aerial may then be
removed, and the tune is right on the
much sharper "dip" (20 mA) under
no-load conditions. This is the only
occasion on which the writer has been
able to attain this ideal condition with
a Windom aerial.

Other Coupling Methods
For other aerial arrangements

readers must work out their own coup-
ling data, but it seems probable that
two turns for 28 mc and about four for
14 mc, of 1 -in. diameter, tightly coupled
inside the tank coil, will give the best
results for current -feed aerials. Voltage -
fed and Zepp systems will require
different treatment, and are probably
best dealt with by link -coupling out of
this tank circuit to an aerial coupler
situated near the actual lead-in. A
Windom feeder can be brought six or
eight feet into the station with impunity,
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provided that it does not hug the walls
or go round sharp corners ; it is of
lowish impedance and virtually non -
radiating.

Tuning
There is nothing unusual about the

tuning adjustments. With the drive
applied, tune the grid circuit for
maximum grid current, and adjust the
coupling of the link at both ends to
give the desired value-or about 50
per cent. more, as it will drop when HT
is applied to the PA. Confirm that the
PA is stable by swinging the tank
condenser before applying the HT.
There will, on 28 mc, be a slight "flick"
of the grid current meter, but this does
not affect the stability under working
conditions. (Incidentally, do not try
this without first coupling the aerial
to the PA ; it is not claimed that it is
dead stable with no aerial loading !)

Next apply the HT, tune the tank
circuit for minimum anode current,
and confirm by thermo-ammeter or
neon tube that this corresponds with
maximum output. The PA should
drive up to about 220 mA, dipping to
150 mA at optimum aerial coupling.
Finally, confirm that when the key is
up there is no RF in the tank circuit.
The 0-250 milliammeter will give a
small reading, because screen current
and the current through the resistor
chain read on this meter ; but no
tuning of either grid or anode circuit
should alter this reading.

Modulation
At this stage we may be said to be

on the air ! Now it remains to modu-
late the PA, if telephony is wanted.
Having 80 watts of audio output
available, the writer uses anode -and -
screen modulation, which of course
implies no more than inserting the
secondary of the modulation trans-
former between the HT+ terminal and
the HT supply. For this method, by
the way, the suppressor grids may be
left at 40 volts positive, which may be
derived from the same battery as the
grid bias. In actual fact, for conveni-
ence a 120 -volt battery was used, 90
volts being applied as grid bias and the

remaining 30 as positive voltage for
the suppressors (Fig. 2A).

For suppressor modulation this
connection must be changed over to
60 volts negative, which is applied in
series with the secondary of a 1:1 trans-
former from the speech amplifier (Fig.
2B). About 6 watts of audio gives
100 per cent. modulation, but the
input, of course, is now down to about
70/80 watts.

No startling claims are made for the
PA's performance on the air, but it
would appear to do justice to its 150
watts input, as its first try -out on 28 mc
produced a series of S9 reports from
West Coast Americans. Since then an
S9 telephony WAC has been collected
(in two days), also on 28 mc. The
14 mc band has been fully explored,
and reports on this PA appear to be
slightly better than on the previous
one in use, which ran with 150 watts
input to a single 813.

AMATEUR RADIO IN JAPAN

The Military Government (HQ American
8th Army) of Japan is issuing licences to
Service personnel, British and American,
who were either pre-war holders of amateur
licences or can pass a Morse test and
technical examination.

The frequency allocations are 7150-7300
(CW), 14100-14200 (CW), 14200-14300
('Phone), 28000-297000 (CW), . 28100-
29500 ('Phone), 50-54 mc (CW/'Phone)
and 144-148 mc (CW/'Phone). The power
limitation is quite reasonable-just the
one kilowatt !

Japan has been split into eight zones for
licensing purposes, J2 -J9, all British
Occupation Force personnel being located
in J4 (South Honshu and Shikoku). The
latest information is that five J4's are
active-4AAA, 4AAB, 4AAC, 4AAD and
4AAE. J4AAB uses 900 watts, J4AAC
200 watts and J4AAE 75 watts, all in the
14 mc band.

Major J. M. Drudge -Coates, J4AAC,
reports that Europe is the most difficult of
the Continents to contact, the others being
heard and worked fairly consistently. A
short list of G calls heard by him in Japan
appears in the appropriate space.
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Grounded -Grid Technique

Design for 58 mc RF Stage-Some Audio Applications

PART II

By R. KNOWLES, B.A. (G3AAT), Instr. Lieut., R.N.

(The first part of this article appeared in our November issue. Further practical
material on the same subject is in preparation.-Ed.)

At the time of writing only the 60 me
band is available in the VHF spectrum,
so that only circuits for this band will
be described. The construction of an
aperiodic RF stage will be dealt with
first and then some miscellaneous
applications.

The function of the suggested circuit
for the RL37 (CV66) is to provide an
increase in signal-to-noise ratio in an
existing 60 mc receiver, or to perform
the same service in receivers that readers
may be contemplating designing. No
selectivity gain will result from it and
on no account should it be used to
precede a detector stage.

In the last article, approximate
figures were given for the RL37 and
here they are again for reference. The
input impedance is 150 ohms in parallel
with 10µµF and the output impedance
that can be expected with a ceramic
valveholder is 10,000 ohms in parallel
with lOpp.F.

The matching of the valve to the
aerial and the subsequent stage is the
immediate problem. Taking an 80 -
ohm cable as being the commonest in
use and likely to be generally available,
the impedance must be transformed to
150 ohms and the capacitive reactance
cancelled out. This matching can best
be done by a series resonant circuit, the
input being applied across both C2 and
Ll, the valve being across the C element
only. Fig. 5 puts this diagramatically.
It can be shown by calculation that
total C2 is 16.5 µ,p,F and that Ll must
be 17541, at 60 mc. The valve
provides 10µ,µF (Cin) of the 16.5, so
that only 6.5 ILILF have to be added.

Unfortunately, 6.5µµF condensers are
not made, so a trimmer will be used for
C2 and it will allow for the inevitable
stray capacities. The inductance Ll
could consist of a straight piece of
20 gauge wire 12 inches long, but a coil
would be easier to mount. The number
of turns required is a matter for
experiment, though empirical formulm
serve as guides for coil winding.

Fig. 5. The input side of the common grid amplifier.
In this circuit, the input capacity Cin of the valve is
10 and its input impedance 150 ohms at 60 mc.

The band -width of this circuit has
been shown to be about 100 mc
(Part I), which precludes the necessity
of variable tuning for it. It will
require initial setting -up and this is done
by adjusting the trimmer till the maxi-
mum noise output is obtained. The
input must be correctly terminated for
this adjustment.

The Output Circuit
The output circuit, Fig. 6, is straight-

forward, the inductance L2 resonating
with the stray capacity of the anode.
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HT
L2

Fig. 6. The output side of the common grid RF
amplifier. The output capacity Cout is 10 µµF.

The effective value of the inductance is
varied by C4, which is in series.
Allowing I Otit&F for the anode capacity,
the inductance L2 will require to be
8p.H ; this will take care of possible
variations in diffe ent layouts. The
se' ies condenser C4 can well be an
150tifiF trimmer. Its exact value is not
critical but its maximum value must
not lie below 75/ipF, or its effect on L2
will be too drastic. As for C2, it is
adjusted for maximum noise in the
output.

A Practical Circuit
The band -width or acceptance of the

circuit is just adequate to cover the
60 mc band if the anode stray capacity
is kept at the value given above. Cl
(see Fig. 7) is a blocking condenser for
the DC bias produced by the cathode
current flowing through R1. The
heater leads must be taken through RF
chokes to maintain the input capacity
at the required figure.

During some experiments conducted
by the writer on 200 mc oscillator
circuits, a resistor corresponding to R2
was found to be necessary in order to
prevent the RF choke in the anode
circuit resonating with C4, the imped-
ance of L2 being very low at this
frequency. The grid of the following
stage is tapped on to the coil L2 at a
point which gives the best signal-to-
noise ratio, again a matter of experi-
ment. A Mullard RL7 as frequency
changer is the valve recommended to
follpw the RL37, and if desired C3 may

be used to vary the coupling to its grid.
Fig. 7 shows the complete circuit,

the values for which are given or can
be extracted from the table on p.608 for
the valve employed. It is advised that
the grid be earthed at one of the grid
pins and the anode circuit returned to
the other. If this will involve long leads
or other bad features of layout, then it
is better that both grid pins should be
earthed directly at the socket. For 200
mc use, the grid is earthed through a
series resonant circuit, to avoid the
effect of grid lead inductance. This
practice is unnecessary at 60 mc.

Common Grid Triode Oscillator
By intentionally making the cathode -

anode capacity appreciable, an oscil-
lator can be designed which has uses at
the higher frequencies. A simple way
to understand the mode of operation is
to remember that the input and output
voltages are in phase ; under these
conditions coupling between the two
can cause oscillation. Some triodes
have this capacity as part of the elec-
trode system. For example, the
Standard 3A/147J, which is similar in
appearance to the 3A/146J shown in
Fig. 4. In order to make such a valve
generate oscillations, the anode self -
capacity is resonated with an inductance
in the same circuit as the one in Fig. 6.

A normal triode such as the 6J5 can
be used in this way at 60 mc, the writer
having found that the cathode -anode
capacity is adequate to maintain
oscillation. Lower frequencies may be
generated by using the normal tank
circuit and adding an external capacity
between the anode and the cathode.
The smallest value of capacity which
will maintain oscillation should be used,
otherwise the low cathode -earth imped-
ance will shunt the tuned circuit and
the frequency stability will be poor.
The cathode, and for VHF, both
heater leads must be taken through RF
chokes as the cathode must be free to
"move" at RF. If the heater leads are
earthy in an RF oscillator, unless DC
heating of the cathode is used modula-
tion of the output at mains frequency
may occur. As RF chokes capable of
carrying heater current and possessing
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L2

80 -ohm Cab!e.Input

Fig. 7. Complete circuit for 60 me RF amplifier. Values are given in the table and the valve used is a Mallard
RL37-see table o valve characteristics.

adequate inductance are not easily
obtainable, the circuit is not recom-
mended for the lower frequencies.

Power Amplification
The common -grid triode circuit has

been in vogue lately for use as a final
stage on the amateur bands and also
for decimetric waves. At lower fre-
quencies the absence of need for
neutralisation is the only point in its
favour. There are difficulties to be
encountered with the heater leads and
it just asking for trouble to omit the
choke or equivalent with valves having
unipotential cathodes. The entire
drive voltage would appear across the
heater -cathode insulation, which was
certainly not allowed for by the manu-
facturer and sooner or later the insula-
tion will break down.

If, in spite of all these pitfalls, the
reader decides to use this circuit at HF
as distinct from VHF, there are one or
two points of interest. One heater can
be joined to the cathode and the two
supply leads can be wound into the
coupling inductance in the same way as
should be done in the Dow ECO
circuit. The other salient point to
remember is that the drive must come
from a low -impedance source, as the
input impedance of the stage is low.
This means a step-down transforma-
tion ratio from the anode of the previous
valve.

Top cap anode valves are desirable
to reduce the cathode -anode capacity ;

Table of Values-Fig. 7.
RI - 150 ohms
R2 = 4,700 ohms
Cl = 200 /tit&
C2 = 15 ppF
C3 = 50 ppF
C4 = 150 ppF
C5 = 100 ,upF
LI = 025 pH
L2 = 8.0 pH
RFC1 = 5 -metre RF chokesRFC2
RFC3 = Double -wound low resistance

choke.

some valves have so much capacity that
neutralisation will be necessary. The
807 is not the ideal valve for this service,
because the internal shielding and beam
forming plates cause feedback. Linear
modulation of the stage is difficult to
obtain with anode modulation. Grid
or cathode modulation can be tried,
with an AF choke in the anode circuit
between the decoupling condenser and
the HT supply.

Audio Amplification
The circuit can be used for low level

AF amplification and, with modifica-
tions, to replace an input transformer
when matching to a moving coil micro-
phone where noise begins to make
itself felt.

If instead of making the grid "sit"
at earth potential, another valve is used
to make it "move" out of phase with
the cathode, an enormous voltage gain
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can be realised with corresponding
reduction in input impedance. In the
circuit of Fig. 8, VI can be made an
anode follower with a gain of say 10
times and if V2 has a mutual conduct-
ance of 10 mA/V, then the input
impedance will be 10 ohms. The
stage gain is approximately the ratio of
the anode load of V2 to its input
resistance, as the same current flows
through both resistances. Again, an
RL7 is recommended for the anode
follower and V2 can well be another
RL7 or EF50, triode or pentode con-
nected (screen decoupled to cathode
instead of earth). If V1 is not fed back,
trouble in the way of microphony may

-150v Bias

Fig. B. Microphone matching circuit. The working
of this arrangement, an audio amplifier giving a

high voltage gain, is described in the text.

be encountered and linear operation of
the circuit may be found difficult to
obtain. A high slope valve should not
be used in this position unless feedback
is employed.

A source of -150 volts stabilised by a
VR 150-30 voltage -stabiliser is to be
desired wherever anode followers are
used and is invaluable for all biasing
purposes, especially for Fig. 8.

When the writer rebuilds (how often
is this phrase heard !) the circuit of
Fig. 8 will be used to match a moving-
coil microphone to the amplifier, and
it is hoped that all trace of hum usually

associated with low level transformers
will go. The negative 150 will supply
all stages of AF with bias, all possible
cathodes being earthed to prevent hum
from this source. It is advisable to
earth V1 cathode even if later stages
have cathode bias ; V2 cathode cannot
be earthed and DC might have to be
used for the heater. As the cathode -
earth impedance is so low the effect of
capacitive hum transfer will not be
serious, but magnetic hum pick-up is
what is in mind, the gain being so great.

Since no phase -reversal occurs with
the common grid circuit, it can be used
in conjunction with the cathode follower
for phase -splitting. Fig. 9 (A) shows
how this is to be done using a double
triode. With a pair of pentodes instead
of the triodes, circuits useful for a
multitude of purposes can be con-
structed. Suppressor switching is
illustrated in Fig. 9(B). When V1 is
cut off on its suppressor, the screen still
takes current and cathode follower
action still occurs, V2 giving output.
If V2 is cut off on its suppressor, VI
acts as a straight amplifier, giving
output in opposite phase. The anodes
can be joined and electronic phase -
reversal can be obtained. A square
wave can be made to cause this reversal
if it is applied to the suppressors and is
of sufficient depth to cut the valves off
on their suppressors. This has uses for
cathode ray monitor oscillographs.

Suitable Valves
It is very probable that many readers

will by now be in possession of odd-
looking pieces of glassware, picked up
as scrap, whose use may seem to be a
little obscure. Some of these oddities
may be common grid triodes and can
be recognised in Fig. 10, which is a
representative collection of such valves.
Fig. 4 in the previous issue shows two
more types.

On p. 608 is a table of the character-
istics of commercial valves which are
suitable for common grid working.
The figures given are mean values and
no responsibility can be admitted for
their corresponding to the measured
characteristics of valves possessed by
readers. If care is taken with layout,
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Fig. 10. Left to right-the CV273, RL37 (CV66), CV139 and E1368 (CV90).
These are all grounded -grid types.

valves such as the 6J5 may be used, but
not at VHF. The absense of phase
reversal may result in the arrangement
of a stage in this manner, saving a valve.

Conclusion

It has only been possible to touch
very lightly on the subject of the
Common Grid Amplifier or, as it is
sometimes called, the Grounded Grid
Amplifier. If the reader wishes for
further information, he is advised to
apply directly to the makers of the

valve he intends using and more com-
plete data will be given.

Some of the circuits illustrating this
article are covered by patents and
therefore should not be used in

market. This point will not affect the
true amateur, but there are some con-
cerns which make up circuits from
amateur designs and market them.

I also wish to record my thanks to
the firms and departments who have
made this article possible by their
whole -hearted co-operation, and with -

Switching
Waveform

Input

Fig. 9. Phase -splitting circuits using the grounded -grid technique. (B) can be applied to cathode ray monitor
oscillographs.
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out whose help much of the informa-
tion included would not have been
available. Messrs. Mullard Wireless
Service Co. Ltd., advise that their type
RL7 is available in small quantities

under the new designation of EF54.
Whilst this is not a triode, it has been
recommended here for some of the
stages associated with the common grid
triode.

Valve
typo

RL37 3A/145F
(S25A)

3A/146J
(526A)

3A/147J
(S27A)

3A/148J
(S28A)

530A - E1368 VX3018 -
Service

Number
CV66 CV16 CV53 CV82 CV88 CV127 CV139 CV90 CV273 CV288

Vh 6.3 4.0 4.0 4.0 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 - -
ih 0.45 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.3 2.0 1 0.3 0-6 -
V.
max.

300 350 350 350 350 - 250 350 - -
I.
max.

25 - - 28 - 60 15 - - -
W.
max.

3.0 3.0 2.0 6.0 3.0 40 2.5 10 10 250

p. 98 100 100 34 100 23 100 35 - -
gm 9.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 5.0 3.0 9.0 5.0 6.0 -
Via
Rk law 15000 1500.) =WI 15 0(.0 215

1.5 - - -
V.
Wkg

250 250 250 - - W.
=1 5

. 250 - -
fa Wkg 10 - - - - - 10 - - -
Cgk 9.8 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 6.0 5.l 2.25 - -
Cag 7.5 1.6 1-7 - 1.5 5.5 3.6 1.9 - -
Cak 0.12 035 -035 - 035 0.2 0.1. .065 - -
Max.
Freq. mc

250 600 450 750 600 600 250 - 3000 1000

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS

Vh Heater or filament voltage.
lh Heater or filament current in amps.
VaMax Maximum anode voltage.
laMax. Maximum anode current in mA.
WaMax Maximum continuous anode dissipation in watts, with cooling.

Amplification factor.
gm Mutual conductance in mA/V.
Vg1 Grid bias in volts.
Rk Cathode bias resistor in ohms.
VaWkg Working anode voltage at which gm is measured.
IaWkg Working anode current in mA at which gm is measured.
Cgk Capacity between cathode and grid in 1,4,F.
Cag Capacity between anode and grid in gm.F.
Cak Capacity between anode and cathode in
Max. Freq. Makers' recommended maximum operating frequency in mc.
Ig Grid current in mA.
Wg Grid dissipation in watts.
Wo Wattage output at a wavelength of 50 cm.

The Short Wave Magazine covers all current Amateur Radio Activity
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More on the EF50 Receiver
Notes Arising from Correspondence

By J. HUM (G5UM)

(In the August issue, we featured a TRF receiver using EF50's in three stages. This is a
design which has proved remarkably popular and has given rise to a good deal of
correspondence. Our contributor discusses below the main points brought forward in
readers letters.-Ed.)

Had the writer been able to visualise the
great interest that his article on the EF50
TRF receiver was to arouse when it
appeared last August he might have gone
into the subject in greater detail. For in
those ensuing months he has been kept
busy answering a large number of letters.
The heavy mail to which the article has
given rise shows, first, the need for an
inexpensive and simple receiver of this
kind ; and secondly, the great enthusiasm
and perspicacity of to -day's Amateur
Radio constructor.

Out of all the mail came two questions
more frequently than any others. They
were

What is the value of the resistor in the
RF stage anode circuit ? and

Could you give me a circuit of a simple
audio stage ?

The answer to the first question is to
apologise for the omission and to add that
since the resistor concerned is used for
decoupling, its value is not critical and may
be anything from 5,000 to 30,000 ohms.

Output Stage
The answer to the second will be found

on page 610, where a simple output stage is
shown. A 6V6G valve is specified as it
gives "a lot for a little," is docile and,
above all, is common with the EF50's used
in the rest of the set by employing a 6.3
volt heater. The volume control shown is
not essential since one is already incor-
porated ahead of the EF50 first audio
stage. If the latter is used the output stage
grid return resistor can be half-megohm
fixed.

One correspondent remarked that the
use of the EF50 as an audio valve repre-
sents "the waste of a really fine tube."
It might therefore be explained that its
employment in this service was recom-
mended so that constructors need have
only one replacement worry instead of
three ! If you use, say, 6J7, 6C5 and 6J5
valves that means three different types of
which you have to carry spares. Now if
you standardise on the EF50 you have but

one type to carry as spare-and it will cost
you no more than American types (yet will
work a lot better I).

It may be added here to intending con-
structors of an output stage that on all
frequencies up to 15 me the EF50 receiver
will deliver as much power to a speaker as
the average amateur station can stand-
and that with only 150 volts HT. There-
fore, try it without an output stage first,
using as much HT as you have available.
Then if you want still more noise button on
that output stage.

Construction
Many correspondents have asked for

constructional details for the receiver. Here
one must assume a certain minimum
standard of practical knowledge on the
constructor's part

'
indeed, one cannot

reiterate too often the advice to "work it
out for yourself and don't stick too closely
to rule of thumb."

Obvious pieces of advice on construction
are : Use sub -assemblies where possible,
or at least anchor resistors and condensers
to soldering tags ; do not suspend them in
the wiring. To prevent interaction of RF
and AF sections run all AF leads-that is
those from detector anode onwards-in
screened wiring, and earth the screening.
Twist heater leads together and run them
in the angle of the chassis, keeping them
well away from other wiring.

If modulation hum is experienced on the
higher frequencies try a .001 /IF fixed con-
denser from each heater lead to chassis
right at the point where the heaters enter
the set. Also connect a .001 µF condenser
in parallel with the HT by-pass condenser
C I 1 .

Mount the RF and detector stage coils
and cans hard up against the appropriate
sections of the gang condenser to keep
leads therefrom short and symmetrical.

RF Cathode Resistor
Several correspondents have queried the

use of the 32 ohm resistor specified for the
RF stage. This value was advocated
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because it appeared to minimise break-
through of the BBC stations only four
miles away from GSUM-an important
factor on the 1.7 mc band.

 To obtain maximum gain from the EF50
RF stage a much higher value of cathode
resistor is preferable, a good average value
being 250 ohms. Indeed G2YL has suc-
cessfully used a value of 500 ohms in that
position, with still further increased gain-
which is a another example of the desira-
bility of "trying things for yourself" !
RF Chokes

Several correspondents have asked if
standard 2.5 mH RF chokes can be used
in place of the scramble -wound types
specified. The answer is, of course, "Yes."
We advocated the other in the interests of
economy !

Here again one can only suggest
"average values." A painstaking con-
structor by winding a number of different
sizes of RF choke and trying them in turn
would probably improve the efficiency of
this receiver still further. The great thing
is to ensure that the combination of RF
chokes in series presents the necessary
impedance at all frequencies to be used.
Obviously a broadcast -type choke will suit
the bill for 160 metres but will act more as
a capacity on 10 metres than as a barrier to
RF energy. Hence the need to connect in
series with it a good short wave choke such
as can be constructed by winding 100 turns
on a half -inch former. But, as we say,
"experiment" !

Another persistent one : "How do you
get the all EF50 TRF receiver to work on
5 metres (we saw your list in 'Calls
Heard') ?" has already been answered by
the article on this subject last month.
In Conclusion

It is hoped thus to have disposed of
most of the queries our various corre-
spondents have raised-and thereby to be
left in peace for a while ! In conclusion,
the remarks of a successful user of the
receiver, F. Ambrose, of Shaftesbury, are
quoted-a constructor, incidentally, who
obviously thinks things out for himself, as
the following extracts from his letter will
show

"I've built a replica of your receiver in
a black crackle steel box, and the power
pack with 100 kc crystal oscillator in
another box of similar type. I had to
modify your circuit slightly owing to
reaction and coupling difficulties between
RF and detector. I'm using tuned trans-
former and these two circuits are not
ganged. Except for that and the use of
Eddystone six -pin coils in both stages the

R1

R2

R3
R4

R5
R6

Cl

C2
C3

C4
T1

HT - HT+
250 V

Circuit for an additional LF amplifier for the EF50
TRF receiver, described in the August issue. 4E6 is
to balance the heater to ground for hum elimination.

Table of Values
Audio Stage for EF50 Receiver
5,000 ohm anode decoupling

resistor.
500,000 grid resistor (or potentio-

meter).
5,000 ohm grid stopper.
10,000 ohm screen decoupling

resistor.
250 ohm bias resistor.
50 ohm wirewound humbucking

resistor.
Anode decoupling condenser

(2 to 8 µF.)
Cathode by-pass condenser (25 µF.)
Screen decoupling condenser

(2 to 8 µF.)
Tone corrector (about .01 µF.)
Output transformer, to match

5,000 ohms to impedance of
speaker in use,

values and design are the same and a fine
receiver, too. Very sensitive, very selective
and marvellously quiet. Reaction smooth
as velvet. Signals are terrific and on a lot
a speaker can be used on full volume.
Signals on 28 mc are very good but I have
a radio beacon near here on 29.5 which is
pretty flat and blots out part of the band.
My reaction troubles may have been due
to too much voltage. I'm using a 5Z4G
rectifier rated at 350v and by inserting an
additional resistance in the HT lead I use
300 on RF and audio stages and 250 on
detector. Even now some signals seem to
overload the detector and punch the phones
like a superhet with the BFO out. I've
built many TRF receivers, all battery, but
this is the best job I've ever had."
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AF Input

Mod

6V6

Diode

RI

HT -

CI

6SN7

HT+

The network RI, 3 megohms, and C1(0.25 µF) controls the relay A, when it is switched to the plate of the
6SN7 for voice -controlled working. The latter valve could be replaced by any type capable of actuating the
relay. The diode, which could be one half of a 6116 or D63, is to increase the hold -on period of the relay.
Switch S gives "off," "continuous transmit" or "voice control." The general arrangement could be applied
to any modulation system, but values for RI and Cl may require experiment.

Voice -Operated Send -Receive Switching
Circuit Devised by R. O'BRIEN

The main difficulty in designing a voice -
operated send/receive relay circuit is to
get the relay to close immediately one
speaks, without opening between words
and sentences. As none of the methods the
writer has seen described seem completely
to overcome this difficulty, the results of
many sleepless nights are offered here, in
the hope that it might interest other
amateurs. To spare his blushes, some of
the first circuits are not described, but only
the last, which is working very well !

The output of a 6J7 pre -amplifier is fed
to the grid of a 6V6 used as a cathode
follower. This is the sub -modulator. The
DC cathode voltage of the 6V6 will rise
when an AF input is applied to the grid.
This rise in cathode voltage is used to lift
the bias on a valve, so that a relay in the
anode circuit closes.

The Circuit
Following the circuit, it will be seen that

the relay valve is cut off by a bleeder net-
work on the cathode.

First, ignore the diode across Rl. When
the cathode voltage of the 6V6 rises due to

an AF signal, the condenser Cl slowly
charges, allowing the relay valve grid to
rise and the valve to conduct. This ener-
gises the relay. This slow charge of Cl
causes a delay between the rise of the
cathode voltage, and the energising of the
relay. A similar delay occurs on the cessa-
tion of the AF signal and the fall of the
cathode voltage, before the relay again de -
energises. These delays prevent the relay
from "chattering" between words. How-
ever, the first delay is not wanted, as one
wishes to change straight to "transmit" as
soon as one starts talking. That is where
the diode comes in.

When the cathode of the 6V6 goes posi-
tive, the condenser charges rapidly through
the diode. When the AF signal stops and
the cathode voltage falls the diode no
longer conducts as the diode's anode is
now negative with respect to its cathode.
The voltage on the grid must now leak
away through the resistor Rl. This pre-
serves the delay in the opening of the relay,
while it eliminates the delay in its ener-
gising. A single -pole three-way switch is
used in the anode circuit of the relay valve,
so that the relay can be switched manually.
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Wooden Lattice
Mast

Design for a 34 ft. Home -

Constructed Tower

By

B. W. St. LEGER MONTAGUE,

(G2ANR)

IN reading descriptions of various
amateur -built wooden masts (mostly
of pre-war construction), it was

noted that the size and quantity of the
timber used seemed rather more than
was really necessary for a mast of a
given height. In view, therefore, of the
cost and shortage of suitable timber,
the writer set out to build a lattice
mast with economy as a primary con-
sideration, yet without unduly sacri-
ficing strength.

The proposed height was governed
by the lengths of timber available (a
typically post-war method of tackling
the problem), so that when eight
lengths of deal were obtained, each
11 in. square by 17 ft. long, a height
of 34 ft. seemed the obvious
choice. For the cross -bracing, 200 ft.
of 1 in. by i in. deal tile -battening
was used ; this was found to be just
enough for the job if care was exer-
cised in the cutting to length. All the
timber was given one good coat of
creosote and left to dry.

The Lower Half
For the lower half of the mast, the

two straightest lengths of 1 f in. by
If in. were selected and laid out on a
flat piece of ground. At the same time,
two remaining straight lengths were
put aside for the top half. The reason
for this will be seen later.

A horizontal cross member of 1 in.
by i in. was screwed in position 3 in.
from the ends of the uprights, to give
the required base spacing of 2 ft. 6 in. ;
similarly for the 1 ft. 6 in. member at
the top of the lower half.

All cross members should be drilled
.k in. for the wood screws, to avoid
splitting the wood.

Before fitting the triangulating brac-
ing, the frame was adjusted in square
by equalising its diagonal dimensions.
Each bracing member was screwed
into position and cut off in situ, short
lengths being put aside for the top
half of the mast.

This left one side of the lower half,
which was used as a template upon
which to build the second side, the
diagonals running the same way. By
making the first side of each half
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from the straightest pair of uprights,
it was found possible to straighten up
bends and kinks in the remaining
uprights as each bracing member was
fitted. The projecting pieces of bracing
were then trimmed off flush with the
uprights.

The pattern of the cross -bracing
joining the two sides is similar, so the
necessary lengths were all cut before-
hand, again using one side as a tem-
plate. The two sides were then joined
top and bottom, the joining members
(and subsequent bracing) being stag-
gered 1 in. from the corresponding
members on the sides in order to
prevent the wood screws fouling each
other. The bracing was then fitted,
bends in the uprights being straightened
as the work progressed, exactly as
before. The completed lower half
was then given two further coats of
creosote.

Upper Half
The upper half is made in the same

way as the lower, the top and bottom
dimensions being nominally 1 ft. 6 in.
and 6 in. respectively. It is important
to note that, at the junction of the
upper and lower halves, the internal
dimensions must be identical and, as
the wood is of purely nominal cross-
section, the outside edges of the up-
rights may not necessarily be in line.
The top horizontal members are of
1+ in. square wood, overlapping each
other as shown in the drawing, and
screwed together to form a solid fixture
for the top guy and pulley block.

The Base
Whilst the creosote is drying the

base may be prepared, and a suggested
method is shown in the drawing.
Each leg of the mast is "shod" with
a strip of A- in. steel bolted as
shown. Clearance holes for the
supporting bolts are drilled right
through the mast and "shoes," and
four U -brackets made, from + in. mild
steel, to take the feet. The ideal method
of fixing these brackets would be by
grouting ragbolts into concrete blocks,
but the writer made a very solid
fixture with four logs about 4-5 in. in

diameter and 2 ft. long ; these are
buried vertically, the same distance
apart as the feet of the mast and with
the tops trimmed off with a plane,
until they were quite level with each
other and projecting just above ground.
The U -brackets were secured each with
one 6 in. spike. This is quite adequate,
as most of the strain is vertically down-
ward when the mast is in position.

When the base is prepared, the
lower half of the mast, with a plumb
line attached, is raised into position
on the base. If the lower half is out
of the vertical, adjustments can now
be made. This can all be done single-
handed, as the lower half of the mast
is quite light.

Close-up of centre, showing joint between halves.
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When all is satisfactory, the lower
part can be taken down and laid end
to end with the upper part. The two
halves should then be packed up with
blocks of wood and bricks until they
are perfectly in line in both dimensions.
This can be done quite accurately
by eye.

Assembling the Halves

The sections are held together by
four pieces of 3 ft. 6 in. angle -iron,
bolted to the inner surfaces of the
uprights. Each angle -iron is drilled
i in. clearance for six holes, alternating
three on each face so that alternate
bolts are at right angles to each other.
Each angle is then held in position
on the inside of the joint and equally
between the top and bottom parts of
the mast. Using the angle -irons as
templates, clearance holes for the

in. bolts are drilled in the uprights,
care being taken to keep the two
halves of the mast in line. The angle -
irons are bolted into place, using large
washers next to the wood and eyebolts
for the top four. It will now be seen
why it was so necessary to match up
the two halves on the inside dimensions.

Before finally tightening the bolts,
the alignment should again be checked
and, if only slightly out, can be
sprung into shape. All bolts should
then be tightened thoroughly and
locknuts fitted to prevent any possi-
bility of trouble later.

The eyebolts for the top guy and
halyard pulley may now be fitted,
and the guys made up. These are
broken every 6 ft. by egg insulators,
making the guys non -resonant up to
the 58 me band.

The guy anchorages are 2 -ft. lengths
of 1 in. angle -iron driven into the solid
chalk on which the mast stands. In
districts where the soil is fairly soft,
something rather firmer might be
desirable. Turn -buckles are fitted to
the guys, but are somewhat of a refine-
ment and may be dispensed with. A
continuous halyard is fitted, to make
replacement easy ; remember to fit
the halyard before raising the mast !

Erection
The mast was erected by three

people, even in the writer's cramped
location, although a fourth would
have been helpful. Two feet were
first secured by their bolts, and a rope
lashing added as a safety measure,
enough slack being left to allow the
mast to be raised. A rope, tied to
an upright near the bottom, was
passed right up one side and over the
top, being pulled from the other side
by one person. The remaining two,
one on each upright, "walked" the
mast up high enough for the third to
take an appreciable part of the weight,
and, when nearing the vertical posi-
tion, exert a steadying influence. No
guys were manned during the raising
operations, and indeed, on a calm day,
the mast was quite steady on its feet,
unsupported.

The whole job turned out to be
much easier than the. writer had
anticipated. The design could probably
be improved upon by those who may
wish to build a larger mast.

Materials Used
8 lengths of deal, 11 in. x 1 in. x

17 ft.
200 ft. ii in. x 1 in. tile battening.
11 gross 14 in. No. 10 counter -sunk

wood screws.
6 4 in. x 3 in. eyebolts.
28 4 in. x 3 in. coachbolts.
5 doz. 4 in. nuts for above.
5 doz. large washers for above.
5 turn -buckles.
200 ft. 7/20 galvanised wire.
75 ft. weatherproofed halyard.
1 pulley block.
2 gallons of creosote.
4 pieces angle iron, 14 in. x f in. x

3 ft. 6 in.
20 egg insulators.
Sundry pieces of wood and metal

as required.
Total cost of materials, approximately,

£4.
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Elevation of Mast showing
Pattern of Lattice

As required
to fill
remaining
space

I' 6" per
section.

I' 9" per
section

2'

2' 6"

2' 9" per
section

3' per
section

T.

17'

17'

Eyebolt

for Pulley

Upright r

Eyebolt

for Midway
Guys

Base

*" Mild Steel
"Shoe"

6"

Cross Bracing

Eyebolt for
Top Guy which
takes Aerial
Strain

Top of Mast
showing Eyebolts
for Pulley & Guy

Fitting Bracing
to Upright
(Note staggering)

Angle Iron

Section through
one upright I'
above Mast Centre
(Cross Member cut away)

Constructional details of G2ANR'S mast. See text for discussion.

i" Mild Steel
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D COMMENTARY
ON CALLS HEARD, WORKED & QSL'd

With bated breath and much trepida-
tion we open the ball this month with a
reference to 7 mc ! We have discovered
that nothing is quite so fierce as a 40 -metre
fan when he is roused. Which is all to the
good, for we like to see Amateur Radio
treated with such enthusiasm. Most of
the letters we have received, though full
of interest, are not concerned with DX,
and so cannot be dealt with under the
heading "7 mc DX," which appears later
on.

The theme of these letters is "Why be
rude to 7 mc-it's a lovely band for local
'phone." This, with due respect, we con-
sider to miss the point, and not only
because of the title of this feature. We
entirely agree that there is no better band
for inter -G 'phone work ; there is no
other band on which regular daily S9
contacts between North and South can be
made. No, what we said was that 7 mc
was virtually useless as a DX band ; but
now that we have the whole band back,
it is a very different story. Disregarding
the 7200-7300 kc broadcast area, we now
have 200 kc (from 7000 to 7200) instead
of the former 50, which is four times the
previous effective space. 7 mc is a DX
band when the local 'phone has faded out ;
South America and the USA can be
worked with ease through the night, and
by February VK and ZL contacts should
be quite commonplace.

So why, one might ask, all the to-do ?
GC3GS, in a long and useful letter, says
"Why should 7 mc be 'dignified' by the
title of a DX band ? Why all the craze
for DX ? " and goes on to say that British
Service men all over Europe rely on 40
metres for their contacts with home.
He also quotes a few sly bits of DX that
have come his way, but when he says "I
would suggest that most of your DX
experts are not tough enough and their
gear is not up to the standard required for
7 mc" we can almost hear the sizzling
noises from Cornwall to Caithness. Up,
Hounds, and at him !

But when he laments the poor operation
that one hears on the band, we can all
agree. And he raises a point by asking
"If I work G2HB/P in the Hebrides on
10 watts, is that DX ? " And "If a 150 -

By L. H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6G1B)

watt G works a W5 using 1 kW, is that
DX ? " Well, there is an article coming
along entitled "What is DX ?" so perhaps
we shall see !

G5GK (Burnley) remarks that the true
spirit of Amateur Radio still prevails as
strongly as ever on 7 mc, and brings up
the very sound point that it is an ideal
band on which the newcomers can win
their spurs and be sure of a welcome.

G4QC (Liverpool) laments that the
band is open for real DX but is ruined by
the "local 'phone merchants." Others
complain that local low -power 'phone is
spoilt by "high -power DX merchants
grinding out CW."* And, with it all,
there is no sign of a voluntary division
of the band into 'phone and CW areas.
Well-known old-timers have been heard
on 'phone right down to the LF edge of
the band.

So, summing all this up, the way we
look at it is this : 7 mc is a local 'phone
band from 1000-2000 hrs. and a DX band
for the rest of the time. During the period
1000-2000 the DX chasers will find
much better opportunities on 14 and 28
mc, where they had better repair and
leave 7 mc safe for local 'phone. Does
that sound reasonable ? We hope it
does.

Suggestions Department
We have no grouses and grievances this

month, except the foregoing remarks
about 7 mc, but we can think of a few
suggestions. Once there were two quite
useful but unofficial "Q" signals in use :
QSLL, meaning "Pse QSL and I will do
the same," which you generally hear in
full nowadays ; and QRAR, meaning
"My address is OK in the Call Book."
The latter might become QTHR these
days.

D2GQ (Lubeck) wants to see more D2
calls in the lists published. (Incidentally,
we can assure him we do not cut any out !)
He feels that many British amateurs have
the idea that the prefix "D" implies that

*All this in accord with the good old spirit of 40 -metre
controversy, which started about 1928 !-E 1.
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One end of the room at G3NQ, Whitstable, Kent. The transmitter, left background, is a modified Type 53.
with two paralleled 813's in the final, modulated by an EF39. On the near left is the modulation equipment
and in the right background, the recording and playback gear. An extended description of G3NQ will appear

in the "Other Man's Station" series in an early issue.

the owner is using a BC -610 scrounged
from the US Army, or a 2 kW German
transmitter. The truth is that many D2's
use 20 watts or less, and more than a few
of them think quite a lot of (here it comes)
7 mc. So look out for our D's and
give them some home QSO's.

1.7 mc DX
This band is looking up, particularly

round about midnight, and G3CJ /A
(Farnborough, Hants) reports a good
contact with G2QN (Manchester) with an
input of 0.8 watts to a battery -operated
CO. G3CJ also reminds us that he heard
and obtained confirmation from K4EPO
on the band just before the war. So far the
USA is not using it, of course, but we feel
that some spectacular DX might well
come up this winter.

3.5 mc DX
This is already with us. Look at

G6AG's log (from Bexley, Kent) for
October 30 : Worked, on 'phone-VE1CI,
VEIDY, VE1DZ, VE1GW, VEI MA,
VE1NZ, VE1QF, VOIA, VOIL VO1J,
VO1Y, VO2N. All were between 3800
and 3840 kc ; G6AG was on 3600 kc ;
time, 0030-0210 GMT. G5UM (St.
Albans) worked W3BJU, W3QV and
W8HMJ with 50 watts, and suggests that
it makes a nice change for those who are
sated with 28 mc DX. D2GQ (Lubeck)
wants a bouquet handed to VOII for his

consistent 'phone on 3800 kc, and also
to G5JO for his consistent QSO's with
him.

OK1AW (see Calls Heard lists) has not
heard any G's on 1.7 this month but puts
in a nice little list for 3.5. G6ZN (Hor-
bury, Yorks) has had 400 QSO's over
most of Europe with 3 watts input to a
battery CO-nice going.

7 mc DX
Yes, DX ! G5GK (Burnley) has worked

YR5V (Bucharest) and VO2T, and thinks
they might be first contacts since the war.
Any challenge ? G4QC (Liverpool) has
worked 85 W's plus CM, HH, YV and
VE with 30 watts, and remarks that he
does not stay up all night to do it. GM6JJ
(Burntisland, Fife) reports a real pearl in
the shape of VE8NW (Baffin). Using 22
watts, 'JJ made contact at 0335 and
yarned for 65 minutes with him. VE8NW's
QTH is in the list, but his next boat leaves
in September, 1947. It was VE8NW's
first post-war contact, by the way. D2GQ
also makes observations on this band --
he has had pleasant QSO's with W and
VE, and his friend ON4ZQ has just had a
report from VK7 on his 7 mc signals.
G5FA (London, N. 11) has always been
a 7 mc stalwart, and reports that since the
beginning of August he has had 1,109
QSO's on the band. He has been hearing
W6 and W7 in the mornings up to about
0700, and comments on the good signals
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from ZL2BV, CM2CT and lots of stations
in various parts of the USSR, including
Siberia, many of whom he has worked..
YU3ZX and ZA2LA both promised
QSL's, but they have not yet arrived !
We shall see whether they are genuine or
phoney. PAl's are genuine, by the way.
G6QB (Bexhill) has been doing a bit of
Jekyll -and -Hyde work on the band, too.
He has been working local 'phone but
has heard VK, ZL, KH6 and W6.

14 mc DX
Now we are on safe ground again, and

have many letters reporting new or
unusual DX work. G8KP (Wakefield)
has worked VQ5JTW (14126), UB5AB
(14083), G3AHY/VS9, VQ3HJP (14098)
and many less rare ones, and has heard
ZD4AB, FT4AI, VS7MB and 71S, VP4TD
and 4TR, TI2FG and VQ8AD. G2VV
(Hampton -on -Thames) is operating from
his new address, on 14 only at present,
and has been working ZL, VK, TF3A and
VE8NG, the most northerly station in
Canada.

G8UA (Burnley) reports OY3IGO in
the Faroes (full QTH in list). 'UA is in
what must be the unique position of
having to put up with QRM from his
father (G8DC) who lives a hundred yards
away. Father uses 150 watts 'phone and
son 150 watts CW-but apparently the
family is not breaking up yet !

G5LH (Horbury, Yorks) comments on
the now famous XUA1R, still supposed
to be in Yakutsk but now assumed to be
phoney. Also he mentions OP2C, who
never gives a QTH. New ones heard or
worked include HZIAB (see list), VP8AD,
UAIKBA (YL operator but T7 note),
ZS6DO (now on a ship in the Med.),
UA9DP (Sverdlovsk, Urals). 05L11
mentions that G5YV (Morley) recently
had 18 contacts in an afternoon, with all

continents except South America, all on
'phone.

G3AAR (London, W. 10) comments on
UNIAO (Petrozavodsk, Lake Onega) and
UQ2AB (Riga, Latvia), both worked on
14. GI2HLT has worked XUA1R, and is
mystified by the Russian call -signs. We
really must try to penetrate the Iron
Curtain and get the prefixes and numbers
straightened out, because there were many
separate countries back there in the pre-
war list. We know, so far, that the fol-
lowing used to count as individual coun-
tries : Siberia (U9, U0) ; Turkomen and
Uzbekistan (U8) ; Transcaucasia (U6) ;
Ukraine (U5) ; White Russia (U2) ; and
the group comprising Ul, 3, 4 and 7. But
where are we now ? So far we have heard
of the following : Latvia (UQ2) ; Lenin-
grad district (UA1) ; Moscow district
(UA3) Rostov -on -Don (UA6) ; Azer-
baijan (UD6) ; Ukraine (UB5) ; Tash-
kent (UI8) ; Siberia (UA9) ; Dixon
Island (UA111). The numbers seem more
or less right except for that UQ2 in Latvia,
but when shall we get the alphabet
straightened out ? Offers gratefully
received.

G8PL (London, W.C.1) has worked
XUA1R many times, but still has doubts.
He also mentions ZX2B (said to be ship
in Central Mediterranean), OE4WN (de-
scribed as "black" station in Vienna) and
SPIMA in Krakow. G2PL (Wallington,
Surrey) has been relaxing a bit, but has
now reached 115 countries (post-war) and
has been working more 'phone than CW.
Much of this has been on 28 mc.
28 me DX

G2PL's log indicates PZ1A, ZEIJB,
VO6H (Labrador), VP9F, XZ2YT,
VR2AB, VQ3EDD, TI2RC, VS9AB and
ZB1AB-mostly 'phone. He uses 75 watts
to a pair of 807's for 28 mc. G6YR

QSL BUREAU RULES
(I) Use of the Bureau is open only to readers who obtain either the Short Wave Listener or the Short

Wave Magazine from us on direct subscription.
(2) The Bureau can only handle cards for amateur stations and is prepared to accept them for amateurs

throughout the world.
(3) Cards should be forwarded to us in fully stamped envelopes addressed QSL Bureau, The Short

Wave Magazine, 49 Victoria Street, London, S. W.1. The words "QSL Bureau" must appear in the
address.

(4) When sending the first batch of cards, enclose three stamped self-addressed envelopes of a suitable
size for return QSL's.

(5) All such return envelopes must be marked "QSL Bureau" in the top left-hand corner.
(6) No communications of any kind, other than the cards, return envelopes and certain printed forms

that will be supplied to users, should be contained in packets addressed to the QSL Bureau.
(7) Cards inwards to the Bureau can be forwarded as frequently as may be desired. Cards outwards

to Bureau users will be cleared fortnightly.
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DX FORECAST FOR DECEMBER 1946 (All times GMT)

14 mc 28 mc

NORTH AMERICA :
East and Central USA, Canada, New-
foundland, etc. 1400-0930 1100-1700

West Coast .. .. .. 1500-1800 1500-1800

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA : 2100-0700 1100-2100

AFRICA :
North of Cancer .. .. .. All day 0900-1600
South of Cancer .. 1500-2200 0900-2000

ASIA :
West of 75° E. All day 0800-1900
East of 75° E. .. .. .. 1000-1800 1000-1600

OCEANIA :
Australia and New Zealand ..

{11C--23100
0930-1200

Dutch East Indies, Malaya, Philippines,
Guam, etc .. .. .. .. 1300-1800 0900-1300

NOTE.-The times given above are the most likely periods during which signals may be expected from
the parts of the world indicated. Under unusual conditions, signals may be heard outside
these times.

(Southport) has collected KP4KD,
CR9AG, VE8AW and VR5BY on 28 mc
CW. We are told, though, that the latter
is not genuine.

G5CP (Manchester) continues his mara-
thon with ZS1AX and ZS1T. In the race
for 100 contacts ZS1AX was leading with
94 against ZS1T's 89, but doubtless one or
both of them have made it by now. 'CP
has had a special drawing made to present
to the winner. His other outstanding con-
tacts have been the VE7's (7AIE, 7AJN,
7AJU), KH6's (6AR and 6FD), PK1AW,
many VK's and ZL's, and a 67 -minute
contact with W6LIP.

Conditions on 28 have not been quite
up to the "freak" standard of the previous
month, but have remained consistently
good. VK's and ZL's peak rather late
in the morning, and one never knows
whether it is going to be best for one or
the other. When the ZL's are outstanding
there is a distinct chance that the Fiji
stations, especially VR2AB, will be heard.
The best 'phones have been ZL1GI, 1HY
and 3LB, although many others come in
consistently. W6's and 7's and VE7's are
there most days from 1500 onwards, and
occasionally the W's fade out by about
1800, leaving an interesting selection of
Central Americans behind them, including
HH, TT, TG, CO and KP4. Funnily

enough, the other West Indies representa-
tives-such as VP4TK (Trinidad), VP3LF
(British Guiana), VP6YB (Barbados) and
VP9F (Bermuda)-can often be heard in
the mornings but seldom in the evenings
after the USA fade-out.

G6AW (Marlow) comments on the
remarks last month about incorrect bear-
ings on beams, and says he does not think
signals are going right round, but merely

CALLS HEARD
The Calls Heard page is now of par-

ticular interest to transmitters, in that
it lists mainly G's heard overseas on
the DX bands, as well as on 1.7 and
58 mc at shorter ranges. Overseas
readers are invited to send in such
lists, covering reception of G's on all
amateur bands.

"scattered back" from some ionised patch
somewhere. As he says, it is only the
stations with efficient beams that seem
prone to this, and only those putting out
very strong signals at that. We have,
however, had several genuine cases of real
DX lately in the mornings. On many
occasions G stations working VK and ZL
have had a distinct "extra dot" at the end
of their calls-the one -seventh of a second
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DX QTH's
CN8MA P.O. Box 50, Casablanca, French

Morocco.

CR9AG J. J. Alvares, GPO, Macao, Asia.

"Dreamboat" W3 QR, 4418 N. 15th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

HH3L Roger Lanoix, RCA, Port-au-
Prince, Haiti.

HZ1AB J. P. Anderson, APO 788,
P'master, NYC, U.S.A.
(Station at Dhahran, Hedjaz).

KP4AJ Base Signals Officer, APO 845,
P'master, Miami, Fla., U.S.A.

OX1BC APO 55, P'master, NYC, U.S.A.

OY3IGO Ingvar Olsen, c/o Ing. F.
Willejus, Thorshavn, Faroe&

VE8AW Box 76, Whitehorse, Yukon,
Canada.

VE8NW East Arctic Patrol, Ottawa, Ont.
(Stn. at Clyde River, Baffin).

VO6L c/o P'master, Goose Bay,
Labrador.

VP4TH 74 Duke Street, Port of Spain,
Trinidad, B.W.I.

VPSHN British Army HQ, Jamaica,
B.W.I.

VQ3EDD PO Box 166, Dar-es-Salaam,
Tanganyika.

VQ3TOM PO Box 457, Dar-es-Salaam,
Tanganyika.

VQ6GH c/o BM/CXND, London.
VQ8AB Box 155, Fort Louis, Mauritius.

VS9AR Aden Command Sigs. MELF.
VU2AF c/o Post Office, Jealgora, India.

VU2AP Lt. R. S. Craig, 10th Gurkha
Rifles, Alhilal Camp, Kangra
Valley, Punjab, India
Command.

VU2AR RAF Yelahanka, Bangalore,
India Command.

VU2FQ c/o S. P. Wireless, Sitapur, U.P.,
India.

VU2OK c/o Inspector Adams, Head
Police Office, Bombay, India.

W9BNB/KL7 APO 729, Seattle, Washington,
U.S.A. (Stn. in Aleutian Is.)

W9VIP/J2 Lt. P. A. Rockwood, 329
Q.M.Bn., APO 181, P'master,
San Francisco, U.S.A.

YRSX Box 326, Bucharest.

ZB1 AB Port Radar Centre, HM Dock-
yard, Malta. (ex-ZB1A).

ZC1AR/ZC6 Box 360, Cairo, Egypt.
ZC6AN Accra Radio Club, 6th Airborne

Div., MELF.

ZC6FP RAF Aqir, Palestine, MEL F.

echo that spells an extra 25,000 miles !
And on other, but fewer, occasions, the
VK's themselves have had it. G6QB had
to give up one QSO with VK2OE, both
ends being unreadable with a really long-
drawn-out echo. Signals were RST 089.
Whichever way you look at it, this is DX
of the order of 37,500 miles and therefore
interesting, if annoying.

Regarding last month's comment on
" Worked all States " (WAS), a welcome
line from G5BY (Thurlestone, S. Devon),
who reports that he has made WAS on
28 mc 'phone-he doesn't spend all his
time on 58 mc. The 10 -metre aerial at
G5BY is a rhombic with 300 ft in each
leg !
Miscellany

Congratulations to our old friend Bob
Craig, that faithful sender of Calls Heard,
who is now VU2AP. We have printed his
entire list this month, to show what sort
of things are to be heard in India. Some
of those calls will whip the DX -chasers
into a frenzy. We have had a letter and
QSL from ZC1AR/ZC6 ("under cover
near Jerusalem") which settles the uncer-
tainty regarding the station. It was
operated by three Service chaps and was
located near Jerusalem, but has now closed
down. The ZC1 call was used for camou-
flage purposes, but was unsuccessful-
hence the QRT. His QSL address is in
the list of QTH's. ZC1AR tells us that
"JX" calls are shortly to be issued to
Service personnel in Palestine. They will
have no figure but will be similar to the
XA series ; 50 watts on 28, 56 and 112 mc.

G6PJ (Sheffield) particularly asks for
reports from Asia-will our VU readers
please note ? He is on 14150 and 14050,
0700-0800 and 1900-2300 GMT.

Transmitting readers are invited to
send items for DX Commentary to L. H,
Thomas, G6QB, "The Short Wave
Magazine," 49 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.I., to reach him as early as
possible in the month. SWL reports
are only included in DX Commentary
if they are of direct interest to trans-
mitters,

G2DP (Thornton Heath, Surrey) has
been heard by OK1AW on 1.7, and has
received cards for 7 mc. Unfortunately he
only operates on 28 and 14, so it seems that
a pirate is at work. All clues welcomed.

VU2AD (Mhow) sends us some new VU
QTH's and says there is a whole crop of
pirates out there, most of whom are only
in the over -anxious class. Activity is mostly
on 14 mc, but G's have been looked for on
7 and 3.5 without results so far. 'AD says
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QSL BUREAUX ADDRESSES

Use these addresses only if the QTH of the distant station is unknown. Send cards to
individual stations direct whenever possible. The Short Wave Magazine QSL Bureau
handles cards for amateur stations throughout the world. Use it if you are in doubt.

Keep this List for reference.

Alaska : J. W. McKinley, Box 1533, Juneau.
Antigua : A. Tibbits, 27 St. Mary's Street, St. Johns.
Argentina : Radio Club Argentino, Av. Alvear 2750, Buenos Aires.
Australia : W.I.A., Box 2611 W, G.P.O., Melbourne.
Belgium : U.B.A., Postbox 634, Brussels.
Brazil : L.A.B.R.E., Caixa Postal 2353, Rio de Janeiro.
Br. Honduras : D. Hunter, Box 178, Belize.
Chile : L. M. Desmaras, Casilla 761, Santiago.
China : K. L. Koo, P.O. Box 409, Shanghai.
Colombia L.C.R.A., P.O. Box 1266, Bogota.
Costa Rica : F. Gonzalez, Box 365, San Jose.
Cuba : J. D. Bourne, Lealtad 660, Habana.
Czechoslovakia : C.A.V., Vaclayske Nam 3, Prague II.
Denmark : E.D.R., Box 79, Copenhagen, K.
Eire : R. Mooney, Aughnacloy, Killiney, Co. Dublin.
Finland : T. Kolelunainen, Kasarminkatu 25.C.12, Helsinki.
France : R.E.F., 1 Rue des Tanneries, Paris 13.
Germany : (D2's only) Capt. J. T. Blackwood, D2TG, P & T Team, R.P.D., 609 Mil. Govt.

HQ, Hamburg, B.A.O.R.
(American Zone D4) Signals Division, HQ, USFET, APO 757, c/o Postmaster, New
York, N.Y.

Great Britain : QSL Bureau, Short Wave Magazine, 49 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
Greece : C. Tavaniotis, 17a Bucharest Street, Athens.
Guam : Box 30, Staff Com. Marianas, c/o FPO, San Francisco.
Guatemala : W. P. Boycer, c/o PAA Communications, Guatemala City.
Holland : V.E.R.O.N., Postbox 400, Rotterdam.
Italy : A.R.I., Viale Bianca Maria 24, Milan.
Japan : (J2 -J6 Zones) Major J. M. Drudge -Coates, J4AAC, Brindiv Signals, British

Commonwealth Occupation Force, Japan.
Luxembourg : W. Berger, 20 Louvigny Street, Luxembourg.
Mexico : L.M.R.E., Av. Juarez 104-22, Mexico, D.F.
Morocco : C. Grangier, Box 50, Casablanca.
Newfoundland : N.A.R.A., Box 660, St. Johns.
New Zealand : N.Z.A.R.T., P.O. Box 489, Wellington C-1.
Nicaragua : R. Argenal, P.O. Box 78, Managua.
Norway : N.R.R.L., P.O. Box 898, Oslo.
Panama : R. D. Prescott, P.O. Box 32, Panama City.
Panama Canal Zone : Signal Officer, KZ5AA, Quarry Heights.
Paraguay : R.C.P., Palma 310, Ascuncion.
Peru : Radio Club Peruano, Box 538, Lima.
Philippine Islands : G. L. Rickard, 48 Ortega, San Juan, Rizal.
Porto Rico : E. W. Mayer, P.O. Box 1061, San Juan.
Salvador : J. F. Mejia, 7a Calle Poniente 76, San Salvador.
South Africa : S.A.R.R.L., P.O. Box 7028, Johannesburg.
Soviet Russia : Central Radio Club, Box N-88, Moscow.
Sweden : S.S.A., Stockholm, 8.
Switzerland : U.S.K.A., Postbox 196, Berne -Transit.
Uruguay : R.C.U., Casilla 37, Montevideo.
Venezuela : R.C.V., Apartado 1247, Caracas.

Acknowledgments to November "QST" for many of these addresses.

VU2AR, 2EG and 2KP are working some
very nice DX, and VU2AJ has worked
Peru (OA2BF) for his 46th country on 28
mc 'phone with a pair of 807's and grid
modulation. One of the best 28 mc signals
out there is OZ4HF, using 8 watts 'phone.
VS1AA has now become VS1AE.

ZB2A (Gibraltar) sent a long letter
which unfortunately just missed the boat
last month and is therefore rather out of
date. We have since heard the boys on
from their new location on the other side
of the Rock, and very nice, too -on 28 mc,

of course. By now they should also be
active on 14240, having acquired another
crystal ! ZB2B has also been heard several
times. The chaps certainly do their stuff
from the outposts of Empire, and it must
be grand to have a DX callsign.

Reports, suggestions and brickbats for
next month by December 13 latest, please.
And acknowledgments to all those men-
tioned in this article and in Calls Heard ;
also to G3MI (Chesham) who supplied
some QTH's. And now we are going on
7 mc to work some DX. 102 !
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CALLS HEARD
Please arrange all logs strictly in the form given here, in
numerical and alphabetical order and on separate sheets under
appropriate headings, with caltsign and address on each sheet.

OVERSEAS

28 mc

Roger Legge, 20 Beethoven Street,
Binghamton, N.Y., U.S.A.

'Phone : G2ADA, 2AIS, 2AJ,
2AME, 2AMG, 2AMJ, 2ART,
2AV, 2BB, 2BOK, 2BY, 2CDI,
2CG, 2DP, 2DU, 2DZT, 2FMU,
2FOS, 2HCL, 2HK, 2IG, 2IQ,
2IY, 2MI, 2PL, 2QL, 2TR, 2WI,
2XV, 2ZB, 3AP, 3BK, 3BM,
3BN, 3FH, 3HM, 311, 3IY, 3MI,
3MR, 3QK, 3TC, 3VR, 3XC,
3XP, 3YM, 3YN, 3ZI, 4AJ,
4AV, 4CS, 4CY, 4DN, 4HV,
4JV, 4LS, 4QB, IBM, 5BY, 5CP,
5DF, 5DZ, 5FI, 5J0, 5JR, 5JY,
5LB, 5LI, SNN, 500, 5PP, 5RL,
5SD, 5TN, 5TP, 5VM, SVU,
5WP, 5XA, 5XY, 5ZJ, 6BW,
6DT, 6GF, 611C, 6JK, 6LX, 60R,
601J, 60X, 6PD, 6RK, 6SC, 6SS,
6TD, 6WO, 6WU, 6WX, 6WY,
6XP, 8AJ, 8AL, 8AX, 80N, 8JB,
8MX, 8QH, SRN, 8SY, STD,
8TY, 8VZ, 8WL, 8YZ, GM5KQ,
6BI, 6MS, 8MN, GW3AX, 3U0,
4CC, 5XN, (All on October 19-20).

Harold Owen, B.Sc., West African
Cacao Research Institute,
Tafo, Gold Coast Colony.

CW and 'Phone: EI3J (55),
G2AJ (56), 2BGU (54), 2CV (446).
2FAO (54), 2LB (32), 2LU
2PN (548), 2ZB (55), 3AAK 54),
3VA (54), 4CP (33), 4HV 34),
50B (558), 501J (54), 5VB (448),
5WW (42), 6BW (44), 6CW (548),
6DP (43), 6GM (44), 6KS (32),
6NG (54), 6QB (32), 6SP (33),
6SS (43), 6UT ( 4) 8FW (44),
8GP (54), 811 (44), 8JJ (21), 8QY
(43), 8QZ (438), 8RL (53), 8SB
(35), 8UY (54), 8VB (567),
GI5UR (54), GM4KU (43). Oct.
1-13. (RS values in brackets -
Receiver, 0-1-1).

3.5 mc

Alois Weirauch, OK1AW, Mestec
Kralove c.9, Czecho-Slovakia.

CW: G2HN, 2YU/A, 3AAF,
3AWF, 3FM, 5DU, 5FI, SKT,
STZ, 5XW, 8AX, 8TK,
GM3AHQ, 3AWF. (October 19 -
November 8.)

14 mc
Lt. R. Stewart Craig, VU2AP,

10th Gurkha Rifles, Alhilal
Camp, Kangra Valley, Punjab,
India Command.

'Phone: C3WY, SAY, 6CW,8YR,
CE1AR, CX2AC, EL4A, F8BR,
G2DU, 2FN, 2MF, 3MK, 4FB,
4JV, 4KC, 4XY, 6BC, 6XR, 8A0,
8LP, HB9FE, HK3BI, HSISS,
I1LQ, 1NQ, ISR, IWC, J2AAE,
2AAG, SAAA, 9AAL, 9AAO,
9AAP, 9ABF, KAIAW, 1CB,
IHA, 1LR, 1RC, ISS, LU4BH,
611A, ON4DD, PAOMZ,
PK6GH, SU1KE, VK2ANE/
Marine, 2XG, 6KW, 6WS,
W5IBE/J5, 6OCA/J3, 6SPQ/J8,
SWHW/KG6, 9BNB/KL7,
9VIP/J2, 9WBP/C1, XAAN, DW,
EJ, ZS1BJ, 2X, 2BJ, 2CI, 2DA,
4P, 5G, 5Q, SZY, 6BV, 6EU,
6GV, 6HA.

Harold Owen, B.Sc., West African
Cacao Research Institute,
Tafo, Gold Coast Colony.

CW and 'Phone: EI9N (55),
G2AJ (56), 2AKQ (44), 2BQC
(55), 2DD (44), 2DM 2FGX
(44), 2FLC (33), 2FM (54), 2FXQ
(56), 2HAO (54), 2 N0 (54),
2HOJ (548), 2HX (55), 2IM (548),
210 (558), 2KM (43), 2KU (557),
2MD (55), 2PL (55), 2TA (55),
2UV (44), 2YF (54), 2ZA (546),
2ZB (55), 3AAK (557), 3BU (44),
3D0 (54), 311K (44), 3LB (44),
3LR (328), 3PZ (54), 3QD (55),
3SR (54), 3V0 (548), 3XP (33),
3YT (44), 4CP (54), 4DR (54),
4HG (55), 411J (458), 4LA (43),
4PR (54), 5BJ (56), 5DZ (55),
5LI (56), 501 (54), 500 (54), 5SS
(43), 5TP (46), 5VB (55), 5VM
(56), 5XV (547), 5YV (568), 6AG

r56),

6AH (44), 6BB (43), 6BK
55), 6BQ (55), 6CL (558), 6DL
5), 6HB (558), 6JF (56), 6KI

(55), 6LV (54), 6ZA (44), 8IG (55),
8IM (446), 80J (54), 80N (54),
8P0 (44), 8QY (55) 8QZ (54),
8RL (56), 8TC (55), 8TP (55),
8UT (54), 8VG (43), 8WV (55),
GI6TK (55), GM2FXN (55), 2U U
(55), 3PK (448), 3RL (548), 5SC
(56), 6UC (557). (Oct. 1 -Oct. 31.)
(RS values in brackets -Receiver:
0-v-1).

Major J. M. Drudge -Coates,
J4AAC, Brindiv Signals,
British Commonwealth Oc-
cupation Force, Japan.

G2FT, 2PN, 2Q0, 4FM, 5BJ,
6GS, 6QB, 8P0, 8PB. (1400-
5100 and 2200-2300 GMT.)

FIVE METRES

G8GX,40 Tolcarne Drive, North-
wood Hills, Pinner, Middx.

Worked: G2AK (89), 2XC (60),
31S (67), 4AJ (39), 5BY (177),
6YU (75). Heard : G5IG (50),
5LJ (90), 6LK (32), 6DH (67).
plus 22 locals under 30 miles. (Tx :
CO-FD-FD-807-RK20. Rx :
National 101X with converter,
and S27. Aerial: Indoor 3 -
element.)

G5BD, The Elms, Church Road,
Maplethorpe, Lincs.

Worked: G2AK (106), 5JU
(106), 5LJ (103), 5MA (140),
6DH (116), 6Y0 (136), 81V (70),
8UZ (70). Heard: G3APY (70),
6VX (130), 6YU (100).

GSLY, North Waltham Rectory,
Nr. Basingstoke, Hants.

Worked : G2MR (42), 2MV(48),
2XC (26), 2YL (44), 3PW (30),
4AJ (8), 5AS (42), 5MA (38),
6F0 (34), 6KB (28), 6LK (32),
6014 (26), 6VX (56). Heard:
G2AK (92), 2WS (54), 4GB (42),
5BY (128), 5RD (52), 6YU (84).
(October 23 -November 13. Tx :
6L6 -6N7. Rx : AcornIEF50 con-
verter with HRO. Aerial: 3 -
element beam. Power : Generator
with batteries.)

G6YU, 14 Bourne Road, Copse -
wood, Coventry, Warks. 

Worked : G2FT, 2MR, 2MV'
2XC, 2YL, 3ABA, 3BY, 3IS,
3PW, 4AJ, 4DN, 40S, 5JU, 5LJ,
5MA, 5RD, 6F0, 6LK, 6VA,
6VX, 8GX, 8UZ, 8VN. Heard:
GSBD. (All between October 15-
Novembe 14.)

G8UZ, 29 Columbia Avenue,
Sutton-in-Ashfield, Notts.

Worked: G3APY, 2.1S, 5BD,
5BY, 5LL, 6CW, 6MN, 6VX,
6YU, 8JV. Heard: G2JT, 2MV,
6DP. (All October 17- November
17.)

CALLS
HEARD

We invite lists, from
readers overseas, of G
Calls heard on the DX
bands for inclusion in
this section. As a
general rule, we do not
print lists of non -G
stations heard over-
seas.
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First Class Operators' Club
Progress

Since the announcement on page 562 of
the November issue of the Short Wave
Magazine, correspondence regarding
F.O.C. membership has been received not
only from those more recently licensed,
but also from a number of members of the
old F.O.C. ; and going back even further,
the R.C.C.

This is all to the good and shows that
the new First Class Operators' Club is
going to be a live organisation playing a
useful part in the post-war development of
Amateur Radio.

At the same time, all the good operators
are not necessarily the old ones. Many of
the three -letter calls heard round the bands

Report

to -day set a high standard in the finer
points of good operating. If you feel you
can meet F.O.C. requirements as set out
in the rules appearing herewith, get in
touch.

The first members-it is hoped that a
list will appear here next month-are now
being enrolled, and will shortly be active,
signing F.O.C. after their calls. Look out
for them. They want to help you if you
are interested in F.O.C.ideals and standards.

In the meantime, if you wish to become
an active F.O.C. member, write Capt.
A. M. H. Fergus, G2ZC, 89 West Street,
Farnham, Surrey, honorary secretary -
treasurer of the First Class Operators' Club.

THE FIRST CLASS OPERATORS' CLUB

Rules

(1) The Club will be known as the First Class Operators' Club (F.O.C.). Its aim will be to foster
and encourage a high standard of operating ability and behaviour on all amateur bands.

(2) The F.O.C. will be managed by a small committee elected by the membership. The Editor of
the Short Wave Magazine (or his representative) will be an ex -officio member of this committee.

(3) Membership of the F.O.C. will be limited to those who
(a) Can send and receive Morse at not less than 18 w.p.m.
(b) Can work break-in on at least three amateur bands, with ability to QSY as necessary. Break-in

single -channel working with VFO is desirable but not obligatory.
(c) Are prepared over the air to assist and advise newcomers to Amateur Radio.
(d) Agree strictly to observe all conditions of the licence.

(4) Operators will be elected to membership on the recommendations of at least three sponsors, who
are themselves already F.O.C. members and have been in contact with the applicant over the air.

(5) The F.O.C. "club wave" will be the 3500-3635 kc section of the 3.5 me amateur band.
(6) Club periods each week will be as under :

(a) Tuesdays and Fridays, 1800-2000 hrs.
(b) Sundays, 1100-1300 and 1500-1700 hrs.

(7) F.O.C. members operating on this band during these periods should always sign "FOC" after
the call. This will identify them and enable prospective members to QSO with a view to obtaining
a recommendation for election. In the general interests of the Club, the use of "FOC" after the
call is always desirable on any band.

(8) Upon election, a subscription of 3s. will be payable. Elections to membership will be notified
periodically in the Short Wave Magazine, and no claim to membership will be valid unless so
notified.

The Editor Wants
* Photographs with Notes for the "Other Man's Station" series.
* Photographs of Equipment of Amateur Radio interest, home and overseas.

* Photographs of Club Meetings.
All material accepted for publication is paid for on appearance. Photographs must be

clear and sharp, but can be any size, and either print or negative.
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Plastics and Amateur Radio
An Interesting Note

By C. GRANT DIXON, M.A.

FAR from being a dissertation on
radio sets in plastic cabinets, the
following remarks are concerned

with plastics which have come to be
used in radio on account of their
electrical properties.

Before the war the amateur was
becoming more and more familiar
with polystyrene ("Distrene"), which
was used for HF and UHF apparatus,
where it had attractive possibilities for
the construction of low -loss com-
ponents. The war, and the advent of
radar, has expanded the production
of distrene, and it is quite evident
that it will be used in peace -time as a
general moulding material as well as in
the manufacture of radio components.

The illustration shows a cruet set
which has already come on the market
at a low price and which offers possi-
bilities to the ingenious amateur. It
would make quite a good coil former
as it stands (1 in. diam.), and its use as
an HF bushing for conveying a Tx
aerial lead through a metal panel is
suggested in the photograph.

But how is one to recognise distrene
and distinguish it from other trans-
parent plastics which have inferior
electrical properties ? There is a
simple test which is not widely known ;
when a piece of distrene is dropped on
to a hard surface it emits a peculiar
high-pitched "clink" which is very
characteristic and quite different from
the "thud" produced by other plastics.
In addition, it has a density of 1.05,
which means that it sinks only slowly
in water ; this compares with a figure
of 1.4-1.6 for bakelite and 2.7 for
aluminium.

Other Plastic Insulators

The other plastic used in radio for

RF insulation is polyethylene (Alka-
thene). This resembles hard paraffin
wax in appearance ; it is much softer
than most plastics and can be scratched
with the finger nail, but a block of the
material must be cut with a saw. The
chief use of this plastic is as the solid
dielectric in a coaxial cable, where its
slight flexibility is useful. The writer
has seen one or two small everyday
articles made of alkathene-a golf tee,
an anti -splash tap nozzle, and buttons
-and it seems likely that this plastic
also will come into general use. Alka-
thene is easily recognised by its waxy
appearance and feel, also by the fact
that it will float on water, as its density
is only 0.92. It melts at a temperature
of 115° C. (239° F.) and it is possible
to reclaim odd chips by placing them
in a test tube and putting it in the
oven at a suitable temperature. In
the course of time the mass will melt
to a transparent viscous fluid ; more
chips are added until the tube is nearly
full. On cooling, some contraction
takes place, but quite a useful length
of alkathene rod is obtainable by this
method. This rod may be used as
stand-off insulators, coil formers, etc.

Another plastic is the well-known
PVC, which is used for the "plastic
coated" wires now to be obtained.
It is also marketed in the form of rain-
coats, sponge bags, belts and so on;
so it is quite a versatile material. It
resembles rubber, but is much easier
to cut with a knife or scissors, so a
length of belting will provide the
amateur with a source for all those
odd washers which are always useful
but never readily to hand. Another
point that is worth noting is that it
is possible to weld PVC by using a
hot knife or a cool soldering iron.
Joints with quite a reasonable mechani-
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A common object, made of the plastic distrene which has excellent RF properties, is adapted for the amateur
station. A salt -cellar as a low -loss bushing or lead -through insulator.

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF SOME PLASTICS

Plastic Volume.
Resistivity

Surface
Resistivity

Power
Factor

Dielectric
Constant

Distrene ..

Alkathene

PVC ..

1017

3 x 1017

4 x 1017

1016

1014

-
.0002 at 1 mc
-0001 at 40 mc
.0002-.00035

at 20 mc
0.12 at 50 cycles

2.2-2.3

2.3

-
cal strength can be produced in this
way.

Plastics under Heat
As the soldering iron has been

mentioned, it is as well to remember
that most plastics (except the bakelite
type) soften under the action of heat ;
if a wire is overheated when soldering
a joint its plastic covering may soften
and distort ; the pins of a distrene coil
base will loosen and move from their
correct position if too much heat is
conveyed to them in the soldering
operation.

Much more information on plastics
and their uses is available in the text-
books and reviews on the subject, and
the writer would like to urge fellow
amateurs to take an interest in the
electrical properties of the more im-
portant plastics and thus place them-
selves in a better position to pass
judgment on components and ap-
paratus.

THE AMATEUR BANDS
Following are the bands now open

for amateur operation :
1715-2000 lec 10 watts (A) and (B)
3500-3635 he 25 watts (A),
3685-3800 he 150 watts (B)
7000-7300 kc 25 watts (A), 150

watts (B)
14000-14400 he 25 watts (A), 150

watts (B)
28000-30000 he 25 watts (A), 150

watts (B)
58500-60000 he 25 watts (A) and (B)

460,5 me 5 watts (for radio
control of models
and only by
special applica-
tion)

2300-2450 mc 25 watts (A) and (B).
FM permitted.

'` A" licences are all three -letter calls
issued post-war, and are for CW opera-
tion only; licensees in this category are
not normally allowed the use of
telephony and full power till they have
had twelve months' experience. Class
"B" licensees are holders of reissued
pre-war two -letter call signs, and are
allowed the unrestricted use of CW,
MCW and 'Phone with power as given
above.
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READERS' half -guinea IDEAS
Carbon Bit Soldering Iron-Lettering Panels-
Automatic Bias Protection-Movable Lighting

-Soldering Iron Protection
(Here are some more practical ideas from readers. We pay 10s. 6d. for all ideas published.

Let us see yours.-Ed.)

Soldering Iron Cut-out

This device was prompted
by the idea which appeared as
Fig. 2 in "Half -Guinea Ideas"
in the September issue. It not
only holds the iron safely, but
automatically brings in the
lamp resistance when the iron
is laid on the holder, thus
ensuring that it is kept at
working temperature without
over -heating.

The sketch (Fig. 1) is self-
explanatory. The lower con-
tact is a screw through a strip
of bakelite, the length of the
latter being determined by the
weight of the iron. The upper
contact is a leaf taken from an
old jack.

In use, the contacts are held
together by the spring action
of the jack leaf on the screw
head in the bakelite strip ;
when they are opened by the
weight of the iron, the series
lamp resistance is brought
into the circuit.-From R. F.
Stevens, G2BVN, 43 Pettits
Lane, Romford, Essex.

Lettering Made Easy
When finishing off radio

equipment, especially test gear,
it is necessary to devise a
method of lettering or num-
bering.

Most people do not possess
letter punches, and hand work
is not very neat without a
great deal of practice. The
idea put forward here does,
however, give a lasting and
"professional" finish, and is
easy to apply.

In model aircraft shops,
"waterslide" transfers in sets
of numbers and in different
sizes of the alphabet can be
purchased, and are ideal for
panel marking. The Fin. size

Batten Lamp Holder
Asbestos support for Iron

Contact screw

Illl J"1 Bakelite strip

Y X

Wooden base

SKETCH OF ARRANGEMENT

CIRCUIT

O Y

Fig. 1. G2BVN's idea for protecting the iron. When it is rested upon
the asbestos support, its weight bends down the bakelite strip and breaks
the connection X -Y. This is arranged to bring the lamp into circuit, thus
reducing heating current while the iron is not in immediate use. (See

Fig. 2, p. 432, September issue.)

is the best for the purpose,
and recommended colours are
red for black panels and
black lettering for grey. Trans-
fers in grey, blue and yellow
are also to be had.

To use the transfers, the
required letter or number is
cut from the sheet and then
soaked face upwards in a
saucer of water for a few
minutes. It can then be slid
off its paper backing into the
desired position. After placing
exactly with a wet camel -hair
brush, the transfer should be
pressed down with a piece of
clean blotting paper. These
transfers will adhere firmly to
either a painted surface, bare

aluminium or to a crackle
finish panel.-From E. J.
King, 632 Green Lanes,
London, N.8.

Using Lamps for Automatic
Bias Protection

No doubt many people have
lost transmitting valves due
to a sudden overload. The
arrangement suggested here-
which is not entirely original,
as it was first given in an
American publication-is
worthy of more general use
to prevent heavy anode cur-
rent ruining a valve.

The normal bias resistor is
replaced by an ordinary elec-
tric lamp. Action is simple.
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With normal cathode current
the lamp filament scarcely
heats, and therefore has a low
resistance, giving very little
bias effect. (See Fig. 2.)

If an overload occurs, the
increased current causes the
lamp filament to heat, thus
increasing the resistance and
biasing the valve back. A
standard 230 -volt 40 -watt
lamp will give full protection
for an 807.-From T. H.
Streeter, G5CM, Cottesmore,
Gordon Avenue, Bognor Regis,
Sussex.

Fig. 2. GSCM's overload pro-
tection for his 807. An ordinary
230 -volt 40 -watt electric lamp will
prevent excessive cathode current.
At normal cathode currents, very
little bias effect is given. Devices
of this kind depend upon the fact
that electric lamps have a resist-
ance gradient which rises on

heating of the filament.

Runner

Curtain rail

Low -Tension Iron
This is a description of a

carbon bit soldering iron
which has been found very
useful when working away
from the bench.

A short length of copper
tube with an internal diameter
off in. or so has fitted into
one end a piece of carbon rod
such as can be obtained from
an old 1 4 -volt dry cell. Into
the other end of the copper
tube the bared end of a length
of flex is secured, either by
clamping or by means of a
grub screw.

A file handle is now drilled
with a hole large enough to
take the flex and at the other
end, where the file tang nor-
mally fits, the hole is enlarged
to make the copper tube a
tight fit. The flex is brought
through from the tube through
the hole at the back of the
handle. (See Fig. 3.)

All that is now needed is a
6 -volt accumulator or mains
transformer capable of giving
about 5 amps. on intermittent
load. The flex on the iron is
connected to one side of the
supply and a second piece of
wire taken from the work to
the other side. On the carbon
bit touching the metal intense
heat is generated and solder-
ing becomes an easy matter.-
From A. Dickinson, G4DP, 27
Ash Grove, South Elmsall,
Yorks.

Loose flex to ceiling rose

Paper clip

DETAIL OF MOUNTING

BENCH
Lamp
moveable all
round room
on runner

Ceiling rose

4 -Curtain Rail
all round room

OPERATIONS

ROUGH PLAN OF RADIO ROOM

Fig. 3. G4DP's home-made
portable iron, with a low-tension
carbon bit. A source giving about
5 amps. at 6 volts is needed to

energise it.

Movable Light for the
Radio Room

Running right round the
room are fixed lengths of brass
curtain rail from Woolworth's.
Hanging from a pair of rollers
running on the rail is a large
paper clip, which holds the
flex of a 100 -watt lamp. (See
Fig. 4.) The lamp can thus
be moved right round the
room and brought over any
job, saving time and current.
If the ceiling rose is not in the
centre of the room, the length
of loose flex will have to be
adjusted to suit the longest
reach.-From J. Taylor, 41
Sandown Road, Lake, San -
down, Isle of Wight.

Fig. 4. Arranging direct lighting
round the radio room. The lamp
is carried on a curtain rail runner,
enabling it to be moved round as

required.
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NEW QTH's
Only those which have changed since the appearance of the September, 1939, issue of the Call Book
or were not included in it for fully licensed operation, or are now licensed for the first time, can be
published here. All that do appear in this column will automatically be included in the next Call
Book, now in preparation. The number of QTHs we can print each month depends upon space
available. QTHs are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space allowance. Please
write clearly and address to QTH Section.

G2ABV L. Hobson, 21 Cumberland Road,
Edmonton; London, N.9.

G2ACK M. J. Aitken, 71 Broad Road, Lower
Willingdon, Eastbourne, Sussex.

G2AOK H. Heath, Church Street, Stow-on-
the-Wold, Cheltenham, Glos.

G2AQH J. R. Griffiths, 39 Glenwood Road,
Chellaston, Nr. Derby.

G2AUA W. Bigley, 29 Hill Street, Welling-
borough, Northants.

G2BHY R. G. Bonner, 29 Hillcrest Road,
Orpington, Kent.

G2BON T. Burton, 147 Clements Road,
Yardley, B'ham 25

G2BXP W. J. Prestidge, 177 McKean Road,
Oldbury, B'ham.

GC2CNC E. Banks, B.Sc., Fort Rock, Tabor
Lane, Route des Genets, St.
Brelade, Jersey, C.I.

G2CZM A. G. Pruden, 25 Germain Street,
Chesham, Bucks.

G2DAT H. Walls, 83 Langdale Road,
Liverpool, 15.

G2DRB G. H. Heppel, HM Coastguard,
Newhaven, Sussex.

G2FSR J. A. Hunt (ex-VS4JH), 2 Parkhill
Road, Chingford, London, E.4.

G2HOX F. J. T. Tuckfield, 13 Quaves Road,
Slough, Bucks. (Correction)

G3ABK F. Burns, 31 Edge Fold Road,
Walkden, Manchester.

G3ACM H. G. Martin, 184 Kirby Road,
North End, Portsmouth, Hants.

G3ADJ G. L. Fish, 81 Park Street, Hull,
Yorks.

G3AEE C. G. Wells, 7 Clifton Road,
Birkenhead, Ches.

G3AEP R. P. Mackrell, 36 Market Street,
Whittlesey, Peterborough,
Northants.

G3AEU H. S. Young, Bishopgarth, Heath -
side Road, Woking, Surrey.
(Tel.: Woking 1839).

GM3AFB D. A. G. Tait, 20 Kirk Crescent, Old
Kilpatrick, Glasgow. (Tel.:
Bowling 179.)

G3AFW E. A. Babbs, 23 Highfield Road,
Purley, Surrey.

G3AHB L. G. Coote, 46 Salt Hill Drive,
Slough, Bucks. (Tel.: Slough
21751.)

G3AHF P/O W. Howarth, 146 Sqdn., A.T. C.,
Dock Road, Northwich, Ches.

G3AIP F/L H. W. Hodges, Officers' Mess,
RAF Cranwell, Lincs.

G3AKU R. A. Harding, 16 Tenterleas Road,
St. Ives, Hunts.

G3ALG P/0 G. S. Starling, 44 Devonshire
Way, Croydon, Surrey.

G3AOT T. Pattinson, 11 Tyne Gardens,
Washington, Co. Durham.

G3APF R. S. MacQueen, Holly Cottage,
Pant, Oswestry, Salop.

G3APL J. Russon, 28 Elm Road, The
Priory, Dudley, Worcs.

G3APY J. Spragg, 38 Laxton Avenue,
Sutton-in-Ashfield, Notts.

G3AQN J. S. Goodworth, 68 Upper Church
Street, Oswestry, Salop.

G3ARB W. F. Brittle, 154 Alcester Road
South, King's Heath, B'ham 14.

G3ARC G. A. Cooksey, 60 Courtfield Rise,
West Wickham, Kent.

G3ARJ C. J. Ellett, 2 Filldyke Road,
Meppershall, Shefford, Beds.

GW3ARP E. W. Nield, 6 Hazel Road,
Uplands, Swansea, Glam.

G3ARU H. J. Smith, 69 Lord Avenue,
Ilford, Essex.

G3ARV D. Walker, 118 Glebe Avenue,
Ickenham, Uxbridge, Middx.

G3ARX C. E. Wilkinson, Jasmine House,
Anderby, Skegness, Lincs.

G3ARZ C. L. Waywell, 10 The Slade,
Clophill, Beds.

G3ASA J. G. Young, 40 Dorothy Road,
London, S.W.11.

G3ASE H. S. King, 34 Raydean Road,
Barnet, Herts.

G3ASL F. E. Godward, 40 Beaufort Street,
Southchurch. (Tel.: Southchurch
62854.)

G3ASP S. Gould (ex-W9AVO), 22 Somerset
Road, Swindon, Wilts.

G3ASQ P. C. W. Ives, 137, Thorpe Road,
Norwich, Norfolk.

G3ATI R. W. Pinfold, The Round House,
Seaton, Hull, Yorks.

G3ATL D. I. Wiggans, Dunster Lea,
Rochdale, Lancs.

G3ATM D. Nasey, 41 Town Terrace, Leeds
Road, Huddersfield, Yorks.

G3ATP H. Greenwood, 45 St. Margarets
Road, Bradford, Yorks.

G3ATQ G. F. Heath, Torre, Stourbridge
Road, Bromsgrove, Worcs.
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G3AUC J. R. Plumbley, 63 Golborne Dale
Road, Newton -le -Willows, Lancs.

GM3AUE A. McGhie, 68 George Street,
Whithorn, Wigtownshire.

G3AUH E. Ailmore, Junction House, Iron -
vile, Notts.

G3AUT I. T. Haynes, B.Sc., Hill View,
Hilton Hill, BiIton, Rugby, Warks.
(Tel.: Rugby 4029.)

G3AVG V. E. Hughes, Abbots-Haye,
Cheadle, Stoke-on-Trent

GM3AWF D. F. Craig, The Manse, Fortrose,
Ross -shire.

G3AWR C. D. Hammett, 37 Torrington
Road, Greenford, Middx.

G3AWQ D. R. Hill, 81 Rye Hill Park,
Peckham Rye, London, S.E.15.

G3AWZ G. P. Pearson, 10 Westbourne
Grove, Ripon, Yorks.

G3BFR F. R. Rogers, 11 Springfield Road,
Smallford, St. Albans, Herts.

G3JS W. L. Baillie, Greystones, Greet,
Winchcombe, Glos.

G4AY R. Pluck, 9 Prospect Road, South-
borough, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

G4HJ H. A. W. Jones, 99 Stanstead Road,
Hoddesdon, Herts.

G4OV A. R. Osborne, 55 East Street,
Bridport, Dorset. (Tel.: Bridport
614.)

GM4PW D. A. MacQueen, Sunnybank, 3
Ayr Road, Prestwick, Ayrshire.
(Tel.: Prestwick 78375.)

G5NN J. H. D. Ridley, Brownstacks,
Beeches Close, Kingswood,
Surrey.

GSXV R. Y. Parry, Halcombe, Malmes-
bury, Wilts.

GSWG G. F. Wakefield, Dnalwen, Welley
Road, Wraysbury, Staines, Middx.

G6RF D. E. Herbert, 11 Torland Road,
Hartley, Plymouth, Devon.

G6VS W. H. G. Metcalfe (ex-VU2EU),
11, Cortsway, Greasby, Wirral,
Ches.

G8OG H. Dobson, 6 Grand Arcade, Leeds
1, Yorks.

G8QB G. H. Wheatley, Gardenia Gottage,
Millead Road, Margate, Kent.

GETS J. St. C. T. Ruddock, I Woodland
Grove, Farnborough, Hants.

G8VQ F/L W. N. Greasley, 109 Hindes
Road, Harrow, Middx.

G8WS F. E. Stallworthy, 276 Elgin Avenue,
London, W.9.

CONTRAST

Listening round on 3.5 mc the other
evening, we heard a pre-war G3 in QSO
with a G8-both on 'phone. The G8 was
describing the "rig here". He had a 6V6
arscillator into a 6L6 buffer driving a pair
of 35T's in PUSHpull, with a lot more
about the mardulator and ribbon volarcity
mike. His ANtenna was a Dubbelya
3EDP and his receiver a Hellicrefter
something -or -other. Altogether, very im-
pressive, particularly the accent.

The G3 came back, rather modestly, to
say his outfit was LS5B-PX4-PX4, with a
pair of PX4's modulating and a carbon
microphone. The aerial was a Marconi
and the receiver a 1-V-2.

We recorded both transmissions and
one day will hook this G8 and play the
whole thing back to him. He will probably
be impressed by the excellent quality of
the G3 in comparison with his own speech
transmission.

SWEDISH ALLOCATIONS

Following are the conditions under
which the SM's are now operating :

3500-3635 kc
3685-3950 kc
7000-7100 kc
7100-7300 kc

14000-14100 kc
14100-14250 kc
14250-14400 kc
28000-28200 kc
28200-30000 kc

CW only
'Phone and CW
CW only
'Phone and CW
CW only
'Phone and CW
CW only
CW only
'Phone and CW

The VHF bands are 58.5-60, 112-120,
235-240 and 420-430 mc. The maximum
power for all purposes on all bands is
50 watts.

The foregoing is one of the best regulated
band allocations we have yet seen, and is
also very generous in the VHF region,
where we are so urgently in need of
territory.

Mention the Magazine when writing to Advertisers-It Helps You, Helps
Them and Helps Us.
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Illustrated here is a fine example of
modern, amateur station design-G5CP,
owned and operated by C. R. Plant, 33
Manley Road, Sale, Manchester.

The transmitter is of post-war construc-
tion, for the 7, 14 and 28 mc bands, the
valve line being 6L6 tritet, 6L6 doubler,
807 buffer, into a pair of RK20's in push-
pull final. This PA is suppressor -grid
modulated by a speech amplifier -modu-
lator using AC/HL-AC/HL-PX4, the
microphone being a Philips transverse -
current. The coupling between modulator
and RF amplifier is by means of a
"Varimatch" transformer.

A separate bias pack ensures that bias
is available immediately the transmitter is
switched on, and potentiometers control
the bias voltage to the different stages.
Variostat control on the main power

The other man's1

station

G5CP
supply allows an HT variation of 0-2000
volts on the plates of the RK2O's.

Aerials are a half -wave Zepp with
quarter -wave feeders for 7 and 14 mc, and
a 3 -element rotary beam for 28 mc. The
latter is arranged to connect to the
receiver in use, so as to enable focusing
on the distant station for transmission.

Receivers are a Hallicrafters S21 for
28 mc and an HRO for the other bands.
Send -receive switching is by push-button,
eight circuits being controlled in the one
change -over operation.

As to results, in the post-war period
G5CP has WAC on CW and 'Phone, and
WBE on CW ; as well as this, much of
the Pacific DX has been worked on 28 mc
'phone. Altogether, a station and a
record of which G5CP may well be
very proud.

MORE NEWS
The authorities have now started

reissuing amateur licences, under the
direction of the Divisional Engineer,
Wireless Division, Telecommunications
Department, Government of Burma.

No fees are charged, and two grades of
permit are granted : Class -A, to profes-
sional radio operators who wish to work
in the amateur bands, and Class -B, to
amateurs proper. Bands are 7150-7300 kc
and 14100-14300 kc (150 watts), 28-30 mc
(50 watts) and 58-60 mc (25 watts).

Amateurs licensed as at September 13

FROM BURMA
were XZ2AD (Rangoon), XZ2AM
(Tharawaddy), XZ2EZ (Rangoon) and
XZ2ST (Rangoon). These calls are
owned by Burmese nationals who served
the British Government in various ways
during the war : XZ2EZ and ZX2ST, were
both Lt./Cdrs. in the Navy, and XZ2AD
and XZSAM are in Government depart-
ments.

In addition to the post-war Service
personnel who have been issued with XZ
calls and are already operating, several
British residents who had licences before
the war are becoming active again.
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QSL Bureau
To allay possible misgivings and to

dispel any doubts, we should explain that
all cards for G's received from overseas
by our QSL Bureau will be accepted for
delivery. This is irrespective of whether
the addressee is a direct subscriber to our
publications.

Delivery will be made direct by post if
the QTH is in the latest lists ; if not, the
address will be requested through the
Magazine. Cards will not be cleared
through any other QSL Bureau in this
country.

Rule (1)-see "QSL Bureau Rules,"
page 618 this issue-therefore applies only
to originators of cards from within the
United Kingdom ; in other words, the
only G's who can use the Bureau both
ways are those known to us as readers, i.e.,
direct subscribers. In the circumstances,
a not unreasonable stipulation.

Cards are, however, accepted from all
other (non -G) operators without regard to
whether they are subscribers. This is to
ensure a free flow inwards of cards from
overseas and to guard against any possible
loss of cards from foreign stations.

Any G operator, whether a direct sub-
scriber or not, may therefore safely give
us as a QSL address-QSL Bureau, Short
Wave Magazine, 49 Victoria Street,
London, S. W.1. But he can only send us
his own cards for distribution if he is on
our direct subscription lists.

Twenty and Forty
With the opening to the full width of

7 mc (7000-7300 kc) and 14 mc (14000-
14400 kc), we now have virtually all our
pre-war frequency allocations restored.
The exceptions are certain VHF alloca-
tions above 60 mc, the cutting of five
metres by 2500 kc (58.5-60 instead of
56-60 mc), and the hole in the middle of
the 80 -metre band. Great credit is due to
all concerned for having obtained these
restorations.

Word of Warning
On August 1, 1946, W5IQU was killed

by electrocution while operating his
'phone transmitter. It was a metal rack -
and -panel assembly, and a defective power
transformer had gone down to the core.

The shielded microphone cable was the
immediate cause of the fatality, and only
because neither it nor the transmitter
frame were earthed.

Take care-it could happen to you just
as easily. Proper earthing all round, and
fuses of the correct ratings in the right
places, will make the whole station safe
against such accidents.
Do You Know That

Valve failures are often due to over-
driving, which results in the burning up
of the grid? The advice, frequently given,
to "drive triodes as hard as possible" will
result sooner or later in failures for this
reason. Apart from makers' recommenda-
tions on the matter of grid drive, this
should always be adjusted such that it is
not more than is necessary to give the
required plate output under efficient load
conditions.
Staff Note

With immediate effect, C. W. Andrews,
M.C. (G2TP) joins us as full-time Staff
Assistant. Licensed many years ago-his
is one of the real old-timer callsigns-
G2TP left the Army in July, 1945, having
held rank as Lieut.-Colonel, Royal
Signals, and until recently has been works
manager for the Decca Radio & Television
Co. Before the war, he was in the family
business of R. Andrews & Sons, of
London, printers.

As an active amateur, G2TP's imme-
diate interest is 14 mc DX 'phone. His
responsibilities in the Short Wave Magazine
organisation will be many and varied, and
such as will enable us to extend our
facilities and improve our services for -
readers of our publications.

World Telecommunications Conference
An international delegate conference

of supreme importance to amateurs the
world over takes place in America about
next April, probably in Chicago. This
conference, among other matters, will
settle the frequency allocations for all
countries and services. This might result
in changes in our bands-whether for
better or for worse, it is not possible to
say at this stage. A preliminary agenda
conference of the five Great Powers has
already taken place in Moscow.
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G9BF Calling
(It's your own fault for encouraging the fellow.-Ed.)

Due clamour for more information my
DX experiences (three anonymous post-
cards, one letter Editor burnt privately in
bucket specially bought for purpose, and
QSL's from TE4TU, GW8MFD and
station signing SUSIE) have decided
describe further operations with auto -key
at famous station KZ7LX. This of course
is me G9BF.

Can recommend system described last
month with utmost confidence to all
beginners as sure-fire for QSO's. With
plenty volts stacked on neck my T20, and
auto -key putting out rare calls HF end
band, will guarantee bring back any
operator wanting DX. No writer ever
before been able to make such claim. Note
must be DX in character, of course ; no
use having T9 signal, though most reports
say "FB CC OM".

Am now working on important variation
my auto -key. While sending different rare
callsign at each txm, am designing PA to
radiate several different frequencies at
once. By simple calculation (too difficult
for most amateurs) can show that calls on
two frequencies simultaneously would
produce 41( times replies. Have therefore

decided Tx must radiate three frequencies,
giving 13 times replies.

Due unusual characteristics my PA-no
noticeable change plate current over wide
variation tank condenser-this technique
only a matter of feeding required three
freqs to PA grid. T20 will then sort out
and deliver to aerial as specified.

To obtain different freqs into PA have
designed special hush -job mixer-plusser-
subtractor-oscillator beating plus and
minus xtal freq. Unable explain fully now
as Editor very jealous this outstanding
technical achievement and angling special
article of course.

Next step will be to re -arrange auto -key
to send different rare calisign on each of
three frequencies radiated at once. By
selecting frequencies at top, middle and
bottom any DX band and by careful
choice rare callsigns reckon I will have
no more difficulty raising European DX.
Will ignore G's, as am only interested
working foreigners with good notes like
F's and I's. Next month will describe
results new system.

(We shall see about that.-Ed.)
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THE MONTH
WITH THE CLUBS

FROM REPORTS

At the moment of writing, the Club Contest is in full
swing and the 1.7 me band has been lively with "CQ MCC."
We have had the pleasure of working many of the par-
ticipants, and fast snappy QSO's have been the rule.

The final total of Clubs entered was 23, a most
encouraging response and a sign of healthy interest in
Amateur Radio activities.

We hope that, in accordance with Rule 11, all results
will have reached us by the time this is in your hands. The
Contest Report will appear here in our next (January)
issue.

January Closing Date
Copy date for Club reports for the January issue is

December 12. Address "Club Secretary," The Short Wave
Magazine, 49 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1, and please
note that we simply cannot insert reports received after that
date. Each month we receive some up to a week late (with
profuse apologies !) but due to the special setting that
these pages require it is quite impossible to do anything
but hold late reports over until the following month. So
please acquire the habit of "catching the post"-preferably
with some days to spare if possible. We make the date as
late as we can, of course, but once the printers have the
copy, it is too late to make additions.

This month there are 31 reports, including many newly -
formed Clubs. Secretaries' names and addresses in the
panel.

Sfflithampton Radio Club.-
Yet another newcomer, with a
temporary club room avail-
able and two receivers already
at the Club's disposal. A
library is also being started,
and a transmitter is being
built, of which the modulator
section is now completed.
Membership is open to all
radio amateurs, SWL's and
beginners, who should contact
the Secretary, Mr. A. Ward.

Bournemouth & District Ama-
teur Radio Club.-This Club
has at last found a "home" in
the shape of a wooden hut and
some ground on which to put
it, and elaborate plans are now
afoot. Future visitors to
Bournemouth will, they hope,
be entertained in the finest
Amateur Radio Club Room
in the country, and will be
able to see the proposed super -
station in action.

Wrekin Amateur Radio Society.
-And another ! Fortnightly
meetings are held in the
Pavilion on the Miners' Wel-
fare Recreation Ground
Donnington Wood ; interest-
ing discussions have been
taking place, Morse classes are
run by G3XV, and visits to
places of interest are also
being arranged.

Coventry Amateur Radio
Society.-A steady flow of new
members continues to attend
the fortnightly meetings-
some from as far afield as
Nuneaton and Leamington.
The joint contest with MARS
(see Midland notes) is the big
forthcoming event, and CARS
enters a transmitting team of
eight. Prizes include cups and
a voucher for £5 worth of gear,
presented by the President,
G6WX.

Cheadle & District Amateur
Radio Society.-This is
another new Society, with
G3UB as Chairman and
G3AVG as Secretary. Negotia-
tions are in hand for premises
and 16 members have
already been enrolled, includ-
ing several licensed amateurs
and a number of professional
radio officers. Training for the
Radio Amateur Examination
is to be a strong point with the
Club. The first Annual
General Meeting is to be con-
vened shortly, and a committee
will then be elected.

Midland Amateur Radio
Society.-Activities and at-
tendances are still increasing-
there were 72 at the October
meeting, when G2BOZ gave
an interesting talk on his
recent visit to the USA. The
"MARS/CARS Contest"-a
local Derby-takes place on
December 8, 0700-2000 GMT
and the next meeting is on
December 17 at the Imperial
Hotel.

Altrincham & District Radio
Society.-Yet another new
Club, whose first meeting
attracted some 40 members.
G6GD is Chairman and
G3AOS Secretary. Club
premises are being sought, and
a programme of lectures, dis-
plays, films and Morse classes
is being arranged. Meetings
will take place at least twice a
week.

North West Kent Amateur
Radio Society.-The inaugural
meeting of this Society was
held at the end of October.
The Chairman is G8DN, Vice -
Chairman G2MI and Secretary
G2AVI. Meetings are to be
held on the last Friday of each
month, and a strong pro-
gramme of technical talks, etc.,
is being arranged. All amateurs
in the North West Kent area
will be heartily welcomed if
they will get in touch with the
Secretary.

York & District Short Wave
Club.-A welcome to this new
Club, which held its first
meeting on November 10.
Meetings and Morse classes
are being arranged, and there
are three transmitting
members already. Enquiries
from prospective members are
welcomed.
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Stoke-on-Trent & District
Amateur Radio Society.-
Attendances continue to be
good, and membership has
passed the 50 mark. Three
sections have been formed-
Tx, Rx and Auxiliaries. Each
section will construct its own
unit for the Club Station. Two
recent lectures have been by
Mr. A. Hackney on LF
Amplifiers and by Mr. Scorey
on Klystrons. New calls
among the members are G8IX
and G3AQW.

Reading & District Amateur
Radio Society.-The October
meeting consisted of a talk and
demonstration on Amplifiers
by G2DIO. Meetings are held
twice monthly at Palmer Hall,
West Street, Reading.

Watford & District Radio &
Television Society.-Future
meetings will be held on the
first and third Tuesdays in
each month. The first Tuesday
will be devoted to "ragchews,"
junk sales and so on, and the
third Tuesday to lectures and
demonstrations. Forthcoming
events are talks by G6GR on
Quartz Crystal Filters,G3ABR
on Frequency Measuring
Instruments, and 0. S. Puckle
on Time -Bases. The meeting
place is The Carlton Tea
Rooms, 77a Queens Road, and
visitors and prospective mem-
bers are cordially invited to
turn up.

Grafton Radio Society.-No
report has been received this
month, but the new publica-
tion, "QTH Grafton," is full
of interest and humour, and it
is obvious that the society is
flourishing. The TRF Receiver
Section has started on its first
production, which will be
tested at each stage of its con-
struction from 28 to 1.7 mc.
The description of the Grafton
canteen-tea, buns and 807's
-gives a good idea of the
happy atmosphere pervading
the club.

Oxford & District Amateur
Radio Society.-Another new-
comer ! The Club has no
transmitting licence as yet, but
has entered G6VD for the
Club Contest. Secretary's
name in panel.

Grays & District Amateur
Radio Club.-The last two
meetings have been very well
attended, and it has been
decided that members should
bring up their own outstanding
problems for discussion in
future. Morse practices are
held regularly, and four new
members have been welcomed.
G2YH is lecturing at the next
meeting on Output Trans-
formers.

South Bank & District Amateur
Radio Society.-And another
welcome 1 This Club has just
been formed, and meets at the
Secretary's home on Monday
nights at 7 p.m. until a suitable
room has been found. All
members are out for the
Amateur Licence exam. ; new
members, with or without
licences, will be welcomed.

Neath, Port Talbot & District
Short Wave Club.-Welcome
to another new recruit ! At
the November meeting Mr. D.
Davies lectured on the align-
ment of superhets with the aid
of the oscilloscope. A good
programme of lectures has
been arranged, and meetings
will be held at the Dock Hotel,
Villiers Street, Briton Ferry.

Surrey Radio Contact Club.-
Forty-five members attended
the November meeting to hear
a talk on Micro -Wave
Technique, by Mr. Castles.
The next meeting is to be held
on December 10 and will be a
combined junk sale and
"ragchew." A Christmas
party has also been arranged
for December 17-YL's and
XYL's invited.

Hi -Q Club, Giffnock.-Talks
by members continue to main-
tain a high standard. GM2KP
recently lectured on "Remotely
Controlled Transmitters,"
GM2FZT on an "807 Utility
Unit" he has built, which is
taking the air for the Club
Contest. A good deal of
friendly rivalry on "VFO
versus CC" continues.

Leeds Radio Society.-This
club is progressing, and several
more members have been en-
rolled, among them G3ATI.
A club call -sign is in the offing.
Members recently visited the
Bradford Short Wave Club
and report being impressed.
West Bromwich & District
Radio Society.-This club
reports for the first time ;
meetings are held fortnightly

G6KB won Reading's Lewis Cup for the best piece of home -constructed
apparatus made from junk box material. His winning entry was a

crystal microphone.
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A photograph from Edgware. Left to right in front are G3GI, G5LT, G6ZO, G5FG, G4KD (Chairman), 02IM
(Vice -President), G2AI (President) and G3HT (Treasurer). G3VW (Secretary) is third from the right.

at the Gough Arms Hotel,
Jowetts Lane. The Secretary,
G2BJY, and a member, G8PR,
both send slow Morse exercises
on the 1 mc band, and would
welcome reports on these
transmissions.

Kingston & District Amateur
Radio Society.-At the last
general meeting a junk sale
was held. Gear provided by
members was auctioned by
G2LP, who also provided some
German radar equipment. A
committee meeting was also
held in November, and the
December meeting has been
fixed as an open discussion on
"Methods of Reporting." The
society is now flourishing and
a further big increase in mem-
bership is hoped for.

Stourbridge & District Radio
Society.-Some 30 mem-
bers attended the November
meeting, when Mr. G. F.
Peirson, Chief Engineer of
Midland Electric, gave a
lecture, touching on problems
of Power Generation and Dis-
tribution, and showed a film
on Water Power. Membership
is still growing and is now in
the region of 45. Meetings
take place on the first Tuesday
of each month at 8 p.m. in
King Edward's Grammar
School (Science Block),
Stourbridge.

Edgware & District Radio
Society.-The Secretary has
moved again (see panel), but
to a QTH vacated by G6PM,
who has left his aerials behind,
thereby saving much trouble !
Membership is now 83. In
November an aerial talk was
given by G2AI and G6ZO,
and the monthly junk sale was
also held. Another interesting
discussion was on the subject
of SWL reports-how they
should and should not be
made. Construction of the
club transmitter (G3ASR) is
in progress-it should be
finished by now and should, in
fact, have 'been active in the
Contest. Membership of this
club now includes 25 licensed
transmitters.

Halifax Experimental Radio
Society. - Members were
recently the guests of Brad-
ford Amateur Radio Society
for a talk by G6BX on Cathode
Ray Oscillographs. At the
November meeting Mr. W. H.
Hutchins of Doncaster
lectured on Communications
Receivers for AM and FM,
and Morse classes also com-
menced. A service has been
opened whereby members re-
quiring technical information,
circuits, etc., for building their
equipment may obtain it from
the society.

Yeovil Amateur Radio Club.-
Another newcomer, which
holds weekly meetings with a
small but increasing member-
ship. The Secretary (see panel)
is anxious to get into touch
with all interested readers in
the district.

Slade Radio.-The last meet-
ing took the form of a joint
discussion with the Birming-
ham Model Acro Club on
"Radio Control of Model
Aircraft," at which it was
generally agreed that the
allotted frequency of 460.5 mc
was unsuitable. The next
meeting is the AGM and
closes the first year of post-
war activity. Please note the
Secretary's change of address.

Bradford Amateur Radio
Society.-This society was
recently formed, and the mem-
bership includes many well-
known local amateurs, some
members of the former Brad-
ford Radio Society, former
Naval and RAF signals officers,
members of THE and so on.
Meetings are held fortnightly
at Cambridge House, 66 Little
Horton Lane, and a monthly
syllabus of lectures has been
arranged. Workshop facilities
are also available, and Morse
classes are being held. The
society particularly wishes to
contact former members of
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the signals branches of the
Forces. The President is Sir
Edward Appleton, G.B.E.,
K.C.B., F.R.S.

Southend & District Radio &
Scientific Society.-At the
October meeting Mr. L. G.
Pugh gave an interesting talk
on the History of the Technical
Development of Radio, and
G6CT followed with a short
description of the parallel
developmentofAmateurRadio.
G2YH was the November

lecturer, on the subject of
Voice -Control and Break -In.
The new Secretary is K. F.
Crispin, G6MH.

Bradford Short Wave Club.-
Membership is now 60, and
the club transmitter is on the
air every Monday evening. On
December 16 G8OK is to
lecture on "An Amateur's
Memories," with 250 lantern
slides future lectures include
G2QM on "Aerials," and Mr.
Shaw, a Bradford radio
engineer, on "An Acoustic

Experiment," followed by a
talk on radar.

Radio Society of Harrow.-
Membership continues to in-
crease, and fortnightly meet-
ings are held at The North -
wick Tea Rooms, 206/208
Kenton Road. G4GB recently
gave an interesting talk on
"Jungle Radio." A construc-
tional competition has been
arranged, and entries will be
judged in March. The
membership target is 100-
all comers welcomed !

Following are the names and addresses of the secretaries of the clubs mentioned
this month. They will be pleased to give every assistance to prospective members.

ALTRINCHAM. J. G. Barnes, G3AOS, 4 Victoria Road, Hale, Cheshire. (Tel.: Altrineham 4464).
BOURNEMOUTH. J. F. Squires, M.B.E., G2DBF, 80 Victoria Road, Bournemouth.
BRADFORD. (Amateur Radio Society) : J. H. Macdonald, G4GJ, Cambridge House, 66 Little

Horton Lane, Bradford.
BRADFORD. (Short Wave Club) : V. W. Sowen, G2BYC, Rushwood, Grange Park Drive,

Cottingley, Bingley, Yorks.
CHEADLE. V. E. Hughes, G3AVG, Abbots-Haye, Cheadle, Stoke-on-Trent.
COVENTRY. J. W. Swinnerton, G2YS, 188 Moor Street, Coventry, (Tel.: Coventry 4578).EDGWARE. R. H. Newland, G3VW, 3 Albany Court, Montrose Avenue, Edgware.
GRAFTON. W. H. C. Jennings, G2AHB, 82 Craven Park Road, London, N.I5. (Tel.: Stamford
GRAYS. R. F. Read, 26 Hillside, Little Thurrock, Grays, Essex. Hill 3891).
HALIFAX. L. Blagbrough, 39 Fountain Street, Sowerby Bridge, Yorks.
HARROW. J. F. A. Lavender, G2KA, 29 Crofts Road, Harrow, Middx.
HI -Q. J. D. Gillies, GM2FZT, 3 Berridale Avenue, Glasgow, S.4.
KINGSTON. J. Hughes, 12 Hillingdon Avenue, Ashford, Middx.
LEEDS. F. Stork, 1 Brudewell View, Leeds 6.
MIDLAND. W. J. Vincent, G40I, 342 Warwick Road, Solihull, B'ham. (Tel. : Solihull 0413).
NEATH. S. Roberts, GW4NZ, 29 Chestnut Road, Cimla, Neath, Glam.
NORTH WEST KENT. L. Gregory, G2AVI, 18 Upper Park Road, Bromley, Kent.
OXFORD. R. H. Farmery, 99 Stanway Road, Headington, Oxford. (Tel.: Oxford 61175).
READING. L. A. Hensford, B.E.M., G2BHS, 30 Boston Avenue, Reading. (Tel.: Reading 60744).
SLADE. L. A. Griffiths, 34 Florence Road, Sutton Coldfield, Wham.
SOUTHAMPTON. A. Ward, 50 Onibury Road, Bitterne, Southampton.
SOUTH BANK. H. Stubbings, 11 Station Road, South Bank, Middlesbrough.
SOUTHEND. K. F. Crispin, G6MH, 27 Thurston Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. (Tel.: Marine 67297).
STOKE-ON-TRENT. D. Poole, 13 Oldfield Avenue, Norton -le -Moors, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.
STOURBRIDGE. D. Rock, GSPR, Flat 1, Block 1, Worcester Road, Summerfield, near

Kidderminster.
SURREY. L. Blanchard, 122 St. Andrews Road, Coulsdon, Surrey. (Tel. : Uplands 3765).
WATFORD. J. C. Warren, 29 Market Street, Watford, Herts. (Tel.: Watford 5988).
WEST BROMWICH. G. Johnson, G2BJY, 22 Lynton Avenue, West Bromwich, Staffs.
WREKIN. T. L. Stevens, G3XV, Sunny Cottage, Donnington Wood, Wellington, Salop.
YEOVIL. D. Hover, 57 Everton Road, Yeovil, Som.
YORK. G. W. Kelley, GSKC, 146 Melrosegate, York.

LEADING HIM ON
Readers will be as astonished as we were

when they hear that one of the Clubs
invited G9BF to lecture at the next meet-
ing. There is no doubt he would have had
"no hesitation" in accepting this unex-
pected invitation, but in the interests of all
concerned, we felt compelled to decline.

This, combined with the growing volume
of his correspondence with new friends
like GW8MFD, FC2IF and TE4TU, is
making G9BF quite unbearable about the
office just now.

AMERICAN CONTEST
During the periods November 16-18

and 23-25, the ARRL ran their "Sweep-
stakes Contest," which is a very popular
annual inter -W event. It is based upon the
central idea of working as many stations
as possible in the different ARRL sections.
Points are allotted for each contact and the
final score is the points total multiplied by
the number of different sections worked.
It is in fact a QSO Party on a large scale,
and for a successful performance calls for
a high standard of operating ability.
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MULTIMATCH
VIODULAIION

TRAt#SIORMERS

Woden engineers
have

developed a spncialurange
of Multimatch

MOdU111400

trallgOrinerS
for Amateur

'Transmitting
use,

details of
which are given

filled
steel pots giving reliable

and silent
working.

Primary
impedances,

1,000118,000
ohms.

Secondary
impedances,

below.
transformers

TYPE.Suitable
for 30 watts Audio. Mait.Sec.

current,
120 rola 42/2

TYPE U.M.2.
Suitable for

60 watts
Audio. Max.

Sec. current,
200 in la 5611

SIPE

U.M..3.
Suitable for

125 watts
Audio.Maic.Sec.current,250

mis 80,6

Lzrger sizes
to order.

200120,000
ohms.
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DE LUXE TYPE
TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES

This entirely new range of transformers and chokes housed in streamlined die-cast cases enableequipment to be constructed setting a standard not hitherto attained. Full details are given In ourlists and a representative range is given below.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
D.T.M.I I. 250-0-250 60 m/a 35/8
D.T.M.I2. 275-0-275 120 m/a 51/6

D.T.M.I3. 350-0-350 120 m/a 55/6

D.T.M.I4. 425-0-425 150 m/a 64/5

D.T.M.I5. 500-0-500 150 m/a 64/5

D.T.M.16. 650-0-650 200 m/a
m/a

D.T.M.18. 1250-1000-0-1000-
1250 300 m/a

350 m/a
D.T.M.20. 2000-0-2000

350 m/a

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

74/7
108/4

165/-

186/2

211/2

D.T.F.I I. 2.5 v. 5 amp. C.T. 29/8 D.T.F.17. 7.5 v. 5 amp. C.T. 33/9
D.T.F.12. 2.5 v. 10 amp. C.T.8/4 D.T.F.18. 5 v. 3 amp. C.T. 45/_
D.T.F.13. 4 v. 10 amp. C.T.0/4 6.3 v. 4 amp. C.T. 45/-
D.T.F.14. 5 v. 4 amp. C.T. . 29/8 D.T.F.19. 4 v. 2.5 amp. C.T. 45,
D.T.F.15. 6.3 v. 4 amp.C.T. 29/8 4 v. 6 amp. C.T. 1. 1"
D.T.F.16. 4 v. 6 amp. C.T. 29/8 D.T.F.20. 10 v. 10 amp. C.T. 56/10

SMOOTHING CHOKES
D.C.2. I I. 12 Hy 60 m/a. D.C. Resist. 550 ohms 19/7
D.C.S. 12. 12 Hy 150 m/a. D.C. Resist. 190 ohms 27/6
D.C.S. 13. 12 Hy 250 m/a. D.C. Resist. 180 ohms 56/10
D.C.S. 14. 12 Hy 350 m/a. D.C. Resist. 60 ohms 104/6
D.C.S. 15. 12 Hy 500 m/a. D.C. Resist. 80 ohms 113/7
D.C.S. 16. 12 or 60 Hy 100 or 50 m/a.

D.C. Resist. 250 ohms or 1,100 ohms 27/6

WODEN TRANSFORMER CO., LTD  BILSTON  STAFFS
Phone: Bilston 41959
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PREMIER RADIO
MORRIS AND CO. (RADIO) LTD.

ALL POST ORDERS TO : JUBILEE WORKS.
167 LOWER CLAPTON RD.. LONDON, E.5.
(Amherst 4723)
CALLERS TO : 169 FLEET ST.. E.C.4. (Central
2833)
OUR 1946 LIST IS NOW AVAILABLE. All
enquiries must be accompanied by a 20. stamp.
FIRST GRADE OIL FILLED PAPER CON-
DENSERS, with miniature stand-off insulators and
fixing clips, 2 mfd., 1,000 v.w., 2/6 or 20/- per dozen;
2 mfd. 600 v.w.. 1/3 each or 10/- per dozen ; 1 mfd.
600 v.w., 1/- each, 8/- per dozen. Super Quality
Oil Filled Tubulars. Insulation as good as Mica.
.1 mfd. 500 v.w., .02 rnfd. 750 v.w., .5 mfd. 350 v.w.
Either type. 9d. each or 7,6 per dozen.
P.M. SPEAKERS. 5in. 21/6. 61in. 22/6, 8in. 24/,
9in. 6 -watt, 15 ohm. 38/- ; 12in. 15 ohms 15 watts,
a high fidelity job, £6 15/-.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. A super produc-
tion. By means of ingenious series -parallel arrange-
ment, all windings are used at all times. Match any
tube, single or push-pull to any voice coil 2-30 ohms.
7 watts, 22/6 ; 15 watts. 30/- ; 30 watts, 49/6 :
60 watts, 59/6.
.0005 CONDENSERS. -Ceramic insulation." Bar"
type. Single gang. 5/- ; twin gang 8/6 ; three gang,
10/- : four gang. 10/-.
ENERGISED LOUDSPEAKERS.-5in. 1.000
ohms, with transformer, 27/6: 10in. 2,100 ohms.
5 ohms. V.C. handles. 6 watts, 50/-.
MIDGET RADIO KITS. -Complete with drilled
chassis, valves and loudspeaker, only cabinet re-
quired, medium and long wave T.R.F. Size 10in. x
6 in. x 6 in., 4 valves. inc. rect.. tone control, A.C./
D.C. operation, 200/250v. Circuit and construc-
tional details supplied. Price, including tax,
fells. 6d. Cabinet, if required, 25/ - extra.
PLAYING DESKS. -Consist of an Electrical
Gramophone Motor, with speed regulator, a
quality magnetic Pick-up mounted on a strong
metal frame. Price complete £6 15s. ; without
Pick-up £5 7s. 6d.
ROTARY TRANSFORMERS, input 12 v., output
180 v. 30 m/a. 4 v. 2-3 a. with 19 volts input. output
is 50 per cent. higher. May be used on D.C. mains
as L.T. Charger. With small conversion could
operate as D.C. Motor. Original cost over £5.
Employ powerful ring magnet. Price 10/- each.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. -Substantially made of
bright aluminium, with four sides, 10 in x 8 in. x
21 in., 7/- ; 12 in. x 9 in. x 21 in., 7/9 ; 16 in. x
8 in. x 21 in.. 8/6 ; 20in. x 8 In. x 21 in., 10/6 ;
22 in. x 10 in. x 21 in., 13/6.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. -Iron core. litz wound,
with or without flying lead. 460/465 k/c.. 7/6 each.
Miniature type, I in x t in. x 2 in.. 9/9.
PREMIER MAINS TRANSFORMERS. -
All primaries are tapped for 200-230-250v.
mains 40-100 cycles. All primaries are screened.
All LTS are centre tapped.

List No. Output. Price.
SP.175A. 175-0-175v. 50m/a. 6.3v. 2-3a.,

5v. 2a. 25/-
SP.175B. 175-0-175v. 50m/a. 4v. Ia., 4v.

SP.250A. 250-0-250v. 60m/a. 6 -3v. 2-3a.,
5v. 2a. 25/-

SP.250B. 250-0-250v. 60m/a. 4v. 1-2a., 4v.

SP.300A. 300-0-300v. 60m/a. 6 .3v. 2-3a.,
5v. 2a. .. 25/-

SP.30013. 300-0-300v. 60m/a. 4v. 2-3a., 4v.
3-5a., 4v. 1-2a. 25/-

SP.301A. 300-0-300v. 120m/a. 5v. 2-3a
6.3v. 3-4a. 28/-

SP.301B. 300-0-300v. 120m/a. 4v. 2-3a.,
4v. 2-3a., 4v. 3-5a. .. 211/-

SP.350A. 350-0-350v. 100m/a. 5v. 2-3a.,
6.3v. 2-3a. 29/-

y
ADE mAq,

geZephone. WOOLWICH 1422
CAMBRIDGE ROW WOOLWICH SE18

THE
PARTRIDGE

ORGANIZATION
is again at your service.

For six years we have been supplying
the Services with our iron cored com-
ponents. We are now once more
accepting orders for ordinary com-
mercial and domestic needs.
Our technical department will again
be pleased to assist you in your trans-
former problems.
We look forward to hearing from our
old friends, and welcome enquiries
from newcomers.
May we send you our 1946 price list ?
This details a comprehensive range
of components that can now be des-
patched from stock.

Telephor.e: i Abbey2244

PARTRIDGE
TRANSFORMERS LTD
76-8. PETTY FRANCE. LONDON. S.W.l
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JUST WHAT YOU ARE NEEDING!

TYPE SSTR. SQUARE LAW

Max. Capacity
100 pF  £1 7

150 pF  £1 12

200 pF . £1 15

250 pF LI 0

300 pF  £2 10

List Price
6
0

0

0

0

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, LTD.
Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield, Middx.
Phone : ENField 2071-2 'Grams : "Capacity, Enfield"

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
All Amateur Bands from 1 12 6

And usual IF ranges from E 1 12 6

100 Kc/s Reference Unit at E2 5 0

Special stabilised reference unit giving
extreme accuracy on both 100 and
1000 Kc/s with marker points cover-
ing all amateur bands up to high

frequencies at £3

Indispensable for checking receivers,
signal generators, and transmitters,

etc.

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD.
(Established 1929)

51/53 GREENWICH CHURCH STREET,
GREENWICH, LONDON, S.E.IO

Phone : GRE 1828

1, - - 11 mi
MILTI-PURPOSE TO01.

A useful Indispensable Tool
for the Workshop

Little jobs like making up clips, screens, rods and
brackets for mounting such components as controls,
scale lamps, coils and connecting panels are always
cropping up in the radio workshop. Consider-
able time is involved usually in seeking out a
suitable piece of metal, marking
it, drilling it, shaping it and so
on, and a tool that will
perform these functions
readily is very handy.

CUTTING SHEARS
FOR ROD

SENDING DIE
FOR STRIP

BENDING AG
FOR ROD

DO FOR SCREWCEmES

SCREWDRIVER
SPANNERS

e.

CUTTING SHEARS
FOR STRIP

GAUGE
SAR

PUNCH FOR STRIP
AND METAL

VICE TO HOLD ROD FOR
SCREW CUTTING

Such a device is the Juneero multi -purpose tool.
Used with the metal strip and rod supplied by its
makers, it will bend an accurate right angle in the
strip, cut it cleanly to the required length straight
across or at an angle, and stamp holes or slots in
it, each operation being performed by a single
stroke of the operating lever. Similarly, it will cut
and bend the rod, and a die supplied with it will
cut a thread on the rod while it is held firmly in a
vice on the body of the tool.
The working head of the tool consists of a steel
plate in which are machined two cutting edges, a
punching stub and the bending die, which operate
in conjunction with their fixed counterparts on the
body of the tool. The gauge bar is used as a jig to
permit uniform repetition of any operation where
several pieces are to be made to the same dimensions.
Supplied with the tool are quantities of sheet metal
(flat and corrugated), metal discs, standard strips,
rods, angle -iron, springs, bolts and a suitable glass
material that might be useful for scale windows.
There are also several accessories, such as spanners,
metal -cutting shears, the screw -threading die and
a scroll tool for putting curved bends of various
radii in the strip or rod. This is useful for making
earth clips, for instance.
The complete outfit (No. 2) (boxed) retails at
two guineas. A smaller outfit (No. 1) (boxed),
containing the same tool but considerably less
equipment, costs 25/-. Delivery from stock.
Full instructions and a list of Juneero spares with
each outfit. Good stocks of spares, which can be
supplied singly or in quantity, always maintained.

Send us your tyder for a Juneero now. Please
include 6d. extra to cover postage andpacking

VALLANCE'S
144 BRIGGATE, LEEDS, I
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ODEON RADIO
(Registered " Eddystone " Dealers)

Meters. Pullin square face 3r scale, moving iron
50 ma., 100 ma., 250 ma., 65/ -

Tx. Valveholders. Ceramic, 7 -pin for 813, etc.
4 -pin for 805, etc. 10/6

Hytron TZ 40 Valves. 35/ -

Receivers. Hallicrafters 5.27-27 to 143 mcs.
am /fm. E45

Eddystone 358x, with power pack and nine
coils. 155

Aerovox Condensers, 4 mfd. 1,000 v.w. 7/6

T.C.C. Condensers, 4 mfd. 2,000 v.w. 15/ -

Crystal Calibrator, 100/1,000 Kcs., by Labgea r
613/116

Pickups. Wilkins & Wright moving coil, for
superb record reproduction. L5/15/0
Rothermel Crystal. £2/16/3

Avometer Model 40. £17/10/0
Pyrex Aerial strain insulators, 3" I;'-; 8" 6/3
The above are only a few selected items; we carry
a comprehensive stock of shortwave components,
etc. Postal enquiries receive prompt attention.
Hours of business, 9.0 a.m. to 6.30 p.m. including
Saturdays.

56 COLLEGE ROAD, HARROW.
2 minutes from Harrow Met. Station

CLYDESDALE
THE RADIOMAN'S SHOP
For WEARITE new Ceramic Switchgear-
All parts in stock, write for full details and prices.

Each
Midget I.F. Transformers, 460/465 Kc/s ... 10/6
" P " Coils Aerial H.F. and Oscillator ... 3/-
501/502 I.F. Transformers, 465 Kc/s... I0/ -
Screened A.F. Transformers, 200 Series ...
Standard I.F. Transformers, 465 ... 7/6
(For VARLEY Mains Transformers and Chokes:
E.P.40 (5+ x 4 x 40, 350-0-350v. 120ma,

2-0-2v. 2.5A., 2-0-2v. IA., 2-0-2v. IA.,

D.P.10 (3 x 3* x 3f), henries 100-.1 ma ... 20/-
E.P.48 (4fx 4 x3f), 350-0-350v. 80 ma.,

6-3v. 2.5A., 5v. 2A.... 30/ -
and large numbers of other types.

For DENCO, Maxi Q Coils, Chassis Mtg. ... 3/6
Full range, also 4 -pin 3/9 each, 6 -pin 4'3
C.T.2 Coil Turret with Condenser ... 45/-
C.T.2 Coil Turret less Condenser ... ... 351 -

For EDDYSTONE, V.H.F. Coils, Chokes, Con-
densers, Manuals, Vernier S.M. Dials, Knobs, etc.
Good Stocks of Quality Components by Best

Makers.

Your specific enquiries welcomed, we are
at your service

CLYDESDALE SUPPLY CO., LTD.,
2 Bridge Street, Glasgow, C.5

'Phone : South 2706
and Branches in Scotland, North England and

North Ireland.

THE RADIOVISION EXPANDER
This completely self-contained unit, built and designed to match the
V55R Communications Receiver, extends the range to cover the 27 mc/s, 28 mc/s and
56 mc/s AMATEUR BANDS, but, of course, can be used with any type of communica-
tion or broadcast receiver. Another Model "B" is in course of production that will
give complete bandspread on I4mcs. and 28mcs. bands.

The VSSR Communications Receiver
as you know, already covers the 14 me/s, 7 mc,s and 3.5 mcis " Ham " bands in
its 5 waveband range, and the combination of expander receiver and matching
loudspeaker is all that can be desired by " Ham " or short-wave listener.

Our new organisation enables us to give prompt delivery
of the receiver, so write for the latest brochure and details.

RADIOVISION (LEICESTER) LTD.
58-60 RUTLAND STREET, LEICESTER, ENGLAND

Phone: LEICESTER 20167 Cables: HAMILTOPAL
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We offer . . .
a BRAND NEW Component Assembly, com-
prising :-
1 I 4 -tag Paxolin Panel, x 2f" x e" with these
items mounted :
4 I Megohm fw. Erie Resistors.

1 4,700 ohms w. Erie Resistor.
I 100 ohms 3w. Erie Resistor.
1 750 ohms lw. Erie Resistor.
1 33,000 ohms lw. Erie Resistor.
I 150 ohms 4-w. Erie Resistor.
I .0003 mfd. Dubilier Mica Condenser.
I .0001 mfd. T.C.C. Mica Condenser.
I R.F. Choke (wax impregnated).

I -I mfd. 350v. Tubular Condenser.
At the very special price of 3/- each, or 6
for I6/-.

M

ORDER C.O.D.

Postage

Heavy duty single -core V.I.R. flex, ideal
for your transmitter wiring :
44/.012" per yd. lid., or 14 100 yd. coil.
62/012" per yd. 1/2, or E5 100 yd. coil.
13 core V.I.R. cable, beautifully finished,

2/6 per yd.
2 -pin Moulded instrument type, 5 amp. plugs

and socket, 2/6 complete.
Special Frequency Meter Inductances,

stretched silver-plated wire, spaced on
special heat radiating former, ideal for
V.F.O. or Frequency meter :-

4.7-10 Mcs., 5/-.
10 Mcs.-20 Mcs., 4/6.
Slydlok Fuses, 5 amp., 2/-
Slydlok Fuses, 15 amp., 3/6.
Tag panels, 8"x 2+" x*". With 14 tag points,

assembled on sturdy paxolin strip, 2/6.
Tag Panels, 51" x 3,1" x i", with 9 tag points as

above, 1/6.
Tag Panels, 61" x 21" x 3/32, with 17 tag points

as above, 2/-.
Potentiometer Assemblies :-
5 potentiometers 20K, 50K, and 5M, with
2 1 condensers, 8/11 per ass.
OR C.W.O.

extra.

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO.
24 NEW ROAD, LONDON, E.1

STEPNEY GREEN 2760

Transmitter -receiver f or short waves 20-40 metres.
Provision for crystal control. Uses standard head-
phones and microphone. Battery operated,
requiring standard 120 volts h.t. and 2 volts I.t.
Includes 9 valves standard English types. Six valves
in receiver and three in transmitter. Circuit Rx,
2RF., Det., 2 Audio and Power. Tx, Osc. PA and

modulator.

£6 carriage paid
THE STAMFORD RADIO CO.

199 Stamford St., Ashton-U-Lyne, Lancs.
Telephone : ASHton 1964.

LYONS RADIO
3 GOLDHAWK ROAD,

SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.I2
Telephone : Shepherds Bush 1729

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
In response to numerous requests, we are modifying
a limited number of the Ex -Govt. Class D. Mk. II
portable heterodyne Wavemeters for A.C. opera-
tion (200-250v. 50 cycles.)

These wavemeters, which are as new and unused.
 are in a strong teak carrying case and are fully
tested before despatch.
Frequency coverage : 1.9-8 mc/s plus check
frequencies from I mc/s to 25 me/s.
Accuracy within ± 2 kc/s ensured by use of
100/1,000 kc/s twin crystal unit.
The crystal unit, spare valve, spare pilot lamps and
comprehensive instruction book are included.
Orders will be carried out in strict rotation but
we anticipate delivery within seven days of receipt
of any order.

Price £6:19:6 (Carriage paid).

We can still supply these wavemeters in their
original form for operation from 6v battery
(approx. consumption I amp). with self-contained
vibrator power unit.
In this case the specification includes a spare
vibrator in addition to the spares listed above.

Price L6:15:0 (Carriage paid).
Our new bargain lists are now available and will
be forwarded on request.
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H.A.C.
Short -Wave Equipment

Noted for over 15 years for . . .
Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of quality

One Valve Kit, Model "C" Price 20/ -
Two "E" 43/ -
These kits are complete with all components,
accessories, and full instructions. The
prices are inclusive of postage and packing.
Send stamped addressed envelope for

descriptive catalogue
A. L. BACCHUS, 109 Harlington Road,

London, S.W.8

Ideal for
High and Low

Voltage Testing; 1/30
100/850 A.G. and D.C. Allowance made
on old models. Send for interesting leaflet
L34 on Electrical and Radio Testing,

from all Dealers or direct.

RUNBAKENMANCHESTER.I

COILS! AMATEUR
COILS! RADIO
COILS ! PRODUCTS

Adjustable Iron -Cored Coils
are now available from stock
AERIAL-H.F.-OSCILLATOR

The range covers all wavebands.

2000 Metres to 800 Metres (Iron Cored)
550 Metres to 200 Metres (Iron Cored)
206 Metres to 80 Metres (Iron Cored)
90 Metres to 33 Metres (Iron Cored)
45 Metres to 16 Metres (Iron Cored)
25 Metres to 9 Metres (Iron Cored)
IS Metres to +5 Metres (not iron cored)

ALL AT 3/- EACH
Above ranges also available on standard size
paxolin formers, Ir x r, in Aerial-H.F.-
Oscillator, at 2/6 each.

CERAMIC TRIMMERS 30, 50, 70pF, at I/ each.
4 -WAVE BAND S/W COIL UNIT. 206 to
9.3 metres. Fully wired and switched ; for 2 -valve
battery -operated receiver, using 160 mmfd.
condenser. 30/- complete with circuit.

All orders to Dept. "S.M."

AMATEUR RADIO PRODUCTS
50 Glasslyn Road, Crouch End, London, N.8

Telephone : MOUntview 4745

G8OG

BERT DO BSO N
6 GRAND ARCADE, LEEDS, I Tel. : 2217 5

Letters are arriving from all parts of the country thanking us for our prompt service
The following are stock lines and all prices include postage. All Brand New and Guaranteed

Valves. Mullard. E.F.50, 21/4 (inc. tax); E.C.52,
18/3 ; E.F.39, 12/10 ; D.F.33, 11/-; D.A.C.32,
9/2 ; D.L.35, 11/-; 5U4G, 18/3 ; QVO4/7, 25/-.

Osram, D.E.T.I9 (R.K.34), 22/6 (no tax) ;

D.A.4I (TZ40), 55/- (no tax). Brimar Metal,
6S17, 12/10 ; 6SN7GT, 18/3 ; 807, 30/5, etc.

For Your 150 watt P.A.
Cyldon Split Stators, 60+60 p.F, 30/-.

Eddystone Split Stators, 60+60µF, 54/6.

Eddystone Microdensers, 20AF, 6/-; 40µF;
6/6 (both these are double spaced) ; 60 p,F, 7/-,
100µF, 7/11 ; 160µF, 8/3.

Eddystone 6 -Pin Coils, from 33 Mc/s to 150

KC/s, 5/- to 6/6.

Eddystone R.F. Chokes, VHF, 1/6 ; S.W.,2/6,
S. W.(Transmitting Type), 3/-.

Woden, 1250, 1030, 0, 1000, 1250 at 300 mils.
16/17/6. UM2 Modulation transformers, 60Watts,
Audio, 51/-. Most types of Woden products in
stock.

Bulgin 5 -Pin Plugs, 3/- ; sockets, 3/- ; Belling
& Lee twin fuse holders, with fuses, 6/- ; high
voltage plugs and sockets, 9/- pair.

T.M.C. Upright Can Type Electrolytics,
8 +16, MFD450V.WKG, with clip, 6/9 ; 8 + 8,
ditto, 5/11 ; 4 MFD ditto, 3/3. 8.1. 8-8 cardboard
block, 4/9 ; 8 MFD, 3/3 ; 4 MFD, 2/9.

Aerovox, 4 MFD, 1000 V, WKG, 7/9 ; 2 MFD,
1000 V, 4/6.

Q.C.C. Crystals. We may have the exact
frequency you require in our large stock of
160, 80 and 40 metre crystals, £1/12/6 (in holder).

Eddystone Short Wave Manual, 2/7i.

G8OG
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Study television at its source!*

read about

this new

opportunity

E.M.I.

E.M.I. Research and Development Laboratories were
largely responsible for the Morconi-E.M.I. system of television
transmission used by the B.B.C. Service -the first in the world.
E.M.I. Factories produce the finest television receivers in
the world.
E.M.I. Service department is the largest and most expertly
equipped in the country.

NOW-E.M.I. have set up a TRAINING ORGANISATION to provide
immediate courses on practical TELEVISION (Postal and CollegeCourses.)

SOON this new Training College will extend its syllabus to cover all
branches of Electronic Science.

This is your opportunity to secure a thorough training in Television
from the very pioneers of the Science.

Ask your local H.M.V. dealer for further details or send for our
free pamphlet which gives full details of this and other courses.

INSTITUTES, LTD.
Dept. S.W. 2, 43 GROVE PARK RD., CHISWICK, LONDON, W4
Associated Company of: THE GRAMOPHONE CO. LTD. ("Hts MASTER'S VOICE")
THE MARCONIPHONE CO. LTD., MARCONI-E.M.I. TELEVISION CO, LTD., RADIOMOBILE LTD , ETC. ETC.

WAVEMETERS
as advertised in September issue. Ex -Govt.
Class D, No. I, Mk, II. Brand new and unused.
The frequency ranges are 1,900-4,000 Kcs,
4,000-8,000 Kcs, with check frequencies at inter-
vals of I Mc up to 25 Mcs. A twin crystal, 100/-
1,000 Kcs is employed, and ensures ± 2%
accuracy.

The instrument is battery operated, but is readily
convertible to 6 volt A.C. operation.

It is supplied in a teak carrying case, with instruc-
tion book, spare valve, and spare vibrator. Price
£6 15s. (carriage paid).

Examination of our stocks of these instruments
has disclosed a quantity which are without the
s pare valve and vibrator. They are Brand New and
unused, and complete with instruction book.

Our price for these is 85/
without carrying case, £4.
Illustrated leaflet available. (carriage paid)

Post orders only, C.W.O. S.A.E. with enquiries.

U.E.I. CORP,
32 ST. GABRIEL'S ROAD,

LONDON, N.W.2.

or

SOUTHERN RADIO
AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY -
All goods listed below are In stock at the time of going
to press. Early orders can be dispatched by retu'n of
post.

0WODEN-DE LUXE MAINS TRANSFORM ERS-
DTM14 425-0-425v., 150 ma., 5v. 3a., 6.3v. 4a., 58/6.
DTM 16 650-0-650v. 200 ma., 67/9. DTMI7 750-0-750v.
250ma., 98/5. SHROUDED REPLACEMENT TRANS-
FORMERS-RMS II 350-0-350v. 80ma., 4v. or 6.3v.
LTs 29/3. DE LUXE FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS-
DTFI2 2-5y. 102. C.T. 34/10. DTF 13 4v. 10a. C.T. 36/7.
DTFI4 5v. 4a. 27/-, DTFI5 63v. 4a. C.T. 27/-, DTFI6
4v. 6a. C.T. 27/-, DTF 19 4v. 2.5a. C.T. and 4v. 6a.
C.T. 31/9, DTF20 10v. 10a. C.T. 51/7. DE LUXE
SMOOTHING CHOKES-DCSI I I2Hy. 60ma. 17/10,
DCSI3 I2Hy. 250ma. 51/7, DCSI4 I2Hy. 350ma.
94/10, DCSI6 I2Hy. 100 ma. and 60 Hy. 50 ma. 25/-,
DCS17 20 Hy. 60 ma. 21/7, DCSI8 20Hy. 150ma. 39/-.
MODULATION TRANSFORMERS-UMI 60/75w.
R.F. input 38/5, UM2 120/150w. R.F. Input 51/-.
Note : Manufacturers prices increased 1/11/46.
EDDYSTO NE -COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
"504"-9 valves plus rectifier, frequency coverage
30,000 to 600 kc/s E48/10/ plus purchase tax £10/8/6.
SHORT WAVE AND TRANSMITTING COMPO-
NENTS -Whole current production range in stock.
*TRANSMITTING VALVES-TZ40, 551-: 35T,
65/-; RK25, 40/-; 815, 60/-; 6L6, 18/3; 807, 25/-;
0P38/600, 21/-; P28/500, 17/6; 0512/500, 22/-;
0015/600, 12(6.
Illustrated catalogue, 6d. post free. Please include
postage on orders under C2.

85 FISHERTON ST., SALISBURY, WILTS.
Telephone : Salisbury 2108.
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CLASSIFIED SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS

9d. per word, minimum charge I2/-. No series
discounts ; all charges payable with order. In-
sertions of Radio interest only accepted. Add
25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type).

FOR up-to-date designing of amateur transmitting
and receiving equipment. Consult : Arthur

Bloomer, M.I.R.E., A.M.I.E.I., Development
Engineer. Special terms for Short Wave Magazine
readers. BM/MERWYN, LONDON, W.C.1.

ST CARDS AND LOG BOOKS, AP-
.1--/ PROVED G.P.O. SAMPLES FREE.

ATKINSON BROS., PRINTERS, ELLAND,
YORKS.
QHROPSHIRE Hams ! Call and see us. We have
Livery good stocks of Ham gear. Eddystone,
Raymart, Hamrad, Labgear, etc. Power's Radio
(G3ASC), Albion Hill, OSWESTRY. Salop.
ODEON RADIO, HARROW. All components,
kfcomplete equpiment, test gear and technical
books for transmitting amateurs, short wave
listeners and experimenters now obtainable from
56 COLLEGE RD., ROXBOROUGH BRIDGE,
HARROW (2 minutes Harrow Met.). Prompt
repair and re -alignment of communication receivers
PERSONALLY SUPERVISED by G4HV. Postal
enquiries receive immediate attention. Open 9 to
6.30 daily, including Saturdays. ODEON RADIO,
HARROW.

MACCLESFIELD and District. Johnson's
(G3AFH) for Eddystone Components, and

all Ham gear. Hand picked Govt. Surplus lines,
Magazines, etc. Agents for Leading Manfrs.
Showrooms at 98 Mill Street, Macclesfield (Tel.:
4080). Service Dept. : Bollington. (Tel.: 2272).

FOR Sale. British Physical Laboratories signal
generator type RS.600. Range 100 kc to 30 mc.

Brand new. List price £21. Bargain £19. 206a
Field End Road, Eastcote, Middlesex.
LABGEAR, Denco, Raymart, etc., short wave

components, Short Wave Magazine, etc. Post to
L. Bland, 5 Exchange Buildings, Whitley Bay,
Northumberland.

RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK (Winter
Edition) 8/9d. post paid. Subscription for one

year 30/- post paid. Copies are posted direct from
America. Orders with payments to authorised dis-
tributors : DALE ELECTRONICS Ltd., 105
Bolsover Street, London, W.1.

G1A0S. Constructional work of all types under-
-"taken, Transmitters, Receivers, Modulators,

Frequency Meters, etc., enquiries for any apparatus
invited. Repair & Realignment of Communication
Receivers. Agents for Eddystone, Raymart, etc.
Amateur Publication Eddystone Short Wave
Manual No. 5 by post 2/7d. We should also like to
take this opportunity of wishing all our Customers
and Amateurs where ever they may be "A VERY
HAPPY XMAS" from G3AOS. J. G. BARNES &
CO, 4 VICTORIA ROAD, HALE, ALTRINC-
HAM, CHESHIRE. (Tel.: ALT. 4464.)
CHASSIS and panels in aluminium from 3/9d. ;
I, -,Immediate delivery, any size plain or punched
for valveholders, etc. EAD, 13 Bence Land, Darton,
Barnsley, Yorks.
TMMEDIATE delivery -one new Eddystone 504
-I-Receiver £58 18s. 6d., also Labgear Crystal cali-
brator £13 Is. 6d. Power's Radio (G3ASC), Albion
Hill, Oswestry, Salop.

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS
3d. per word, min. charge 5/-, payable with order.

FOR Sale, Communications Receiver type R.103
7 -valve Superhet. Brand New and in perfect

condition. Price £20. Burgess, 119 Wembley Park
Drive, Wembley.

T'OR Sale. Pilot two stage Preselector 6.5 to 545
metres A.C. 200/250. Send or receive. Guaran-

teed in new condition. Had very little use. Stored
during war. £10. Chegwin, Highbury, Bude.
RCA AR77E Communication Receiver, New

Valves ; few 7 mc crystals and xmitting bottles.
Reasonable price to genuine amateur. Box 106.

SX24 as new £45 ; modified R1155, with output
stage, RF gain control, etc. £18 ; and other com-

munication Rx's. S.A.E. for details. May, 87
Ennerdale Road, Richmond, Surrey. No callers,
please.
WANTED, NATIONAL 81X RECEIVER in

first class condition. TOP PRICE paid. Offers
to 15 Martindale, LONDON, S.W.14.
FOR SALE 8 -VALVE B.T.S. TROPHY RE-

CEIVER, PERFECT CONDITION, BFO,
AVC, RF AND AF CONTROLS 200-250v A.C.
OFFERS. GW3AHK, 153 OLD CASTLE ROAD,
LLANELLY, CARM.
"r"UTHMAN"_ SILVER SUPER U.17 COM-

-TMUNICATION RECEIVER, 8 VALVES 6
WAVEBANDS 500 kc 60 mc. BFO. "S" METER.
£30. OLLEY, 56 HAMPTON RD. FOREST
GATE, E.7.

WANTED-Hallicrafters S-21 Receiver. State
condition, approximate number hours' use,

whether set has been re -aligned professionally, and
price asked. Box. No. 107.

GUARANTEED Brand New and Tested. Hytron
I--JTZ40's, £2. Eimac 35T's, £2 10s. M/C meters
21 in. x 21 in. Ferranti, 0-20V, 20s., 0-3.5T (RF),
25j-. Box No. 108.
WANTED to buy or borrow Short Wave Magazine

Aug., Sept., Oct., 1946. G2VT, 41 Upper
Shirley Road, Croydon.

111 Pages
PACKED WITH INTEREST
The most comprehensive Radio and Electronic
Component Catalogue ever offered is yours for
the asking. All lines are by well-known manu-
facturers including a complete valve range -
No job clearance lines whatsoever.
A shilling postal order will bring you this catalogue
post free.

SEND TO -DAY

BRIGHTON TRADE SERVICES LTD.
63 London Road, Brighton 1, Sussex

Tel. : Brighton 1555

LONDEX for RELAYS
AERIAL CHANGE -OVER

RELAY
for Radio Frequency
Type A.E.C.O.4.

3 V.A. Coil Consumption,
especially designed for Trans-
mitters. High Frequency
Heating, Amateur Stations,
etc. Ask for leaflet 112/SW.

LONDEXLTD
Ma!,1_,CTURERS OF RELAYS

207 ANERLEY ROAD LONDON 1.1.20

SYD

6258.9
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FROM POLE

POLE
From magnetic pole to magnetic
pole, wherever magnetic cir-
cuits have to be designed with high efficiency,
more and more manufacturers are specifying
*" Ticonal " permanent magnets.

* Mullard " Ticonal" magnets are anisotropic, i.e., they possess greatly
increased properties along the preferred axis. They were the firs:
anisotropic magnets commercially available: they are still the best

"TICONAL' ('REGD. TRADE MARK'

PERMANENT MAGNETS MADE BY

MULLARD
THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., LONDON, W.C.2. (8)



MAX THE HALLMARK OF PRECISION

GI -MAX "
CHASSIS CUTTER

NOW IN if" too
Does away with tiresome
drilling and scraping. Holes
cut easily and cleanly.

Patent
applied
for

Size of holes :-

Ii" (octal)

If"
10/6
12 6

(Postage 9d. extra)

Every " Q -MAX " PRODUCT IS
MADE OF THE BEST MATERIALS
and is EXACTLY AS SPECIFIED

THE " Q -MAX " ABSORPTION
WAVEMETER

AND PHONE MONITOR
An Absorption Wavemeter for checking frequency
harmonics and parasitics in Oscillators, Doublers
and Power Amplifiers.
All amateur bands covered by plug-in inductances.
Incorporated in the Wavemeter is a WX6
Westector-automatically connected across the
tuned circuit by inserting phone jack plug for
monitoring phone transmissions.

Size 3;"x 2"x 2" PRICE 35/ -
(Price includes one inductance.
Extra inductances 3,9 each.)

THE " " SLOW MOTION DIAL
for Individual Calibration

Comprising a 9-1 Slow motion drive, Dial (6 -ix 31)
engraved 5 blank scales and 10.180 ;
escutcheon, glass and fluted knob. (5/6

(post 6d.)
A Super precision slow motion drive (50-I) for
communication type equipment (10x 61) 66

Obtainable from any " Q -MAX " Dealer or direct from-

(SHORT WAVE) LTD. 9

25 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I
(Opposite Chancery Lane). Telephone: HOLborn 6231

Printed by Lochend Printing Co., Ltd., London, S.W.9, and published by the Proprietors. The Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 49 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. December, 1946. Printed in Great Britain.


